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Economic Development Strategic Plan
for
UNION COUNTY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
Background
The Union County Economic Development Corporation (UCEDC), in cooperation with Union County,
engaged Orbis Group to develop a Building Communities-based economic development strategic plan for
Union County in the spring of 2009.
Union County had not completed nor updated an economic development strategic plan since the early
1990s. As a county faced with the most severe economic conditions in a quarter-century, UCEDC is
looking for an objective assessment as to the best strategies to bolster its economic condition and overall
quality-of-life.
Mike Sanford, Executive Director for UCEDC, served as the Project Director for the strategic planning
project. Sanford was supported by a Steering Committee that is presented in Appendix C.
Orbis Group offers a proprietary economic development strategic planning process called Building
Communities. Building Communities is unique in that it offers:
•
•
•
•

25 executable economic development strategies
85 Key Success Factors that help to determine the most viable economic development
strategies
Specific Essential Action Steps designed to jump start the implementation process,
organized in table form for quick reference and tracking
The Community Organizer tool that helps to assess and improve the capacity of the
community to implement its economic development strategic plan

Building Communities utilizes a seven-step approach to completing an economic development strategic
plan:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Organizing the Economic Development Strategic Planning Effort
Community Outreach
Strategy Selector Tool
Community Organizer Tool
Identification of essential action steps
Development of the Economic Development Strategic Plan
Implementation of the Plan

Horizon and Scope of Plan
The planning horizon for this strategic plan is three to five years. The Steering Committee that was
formed to develop this strategic plan should remain in place throughout the planning horizon, and
ensure regular follow-through.

The geographic scope of this economic development strategic plan is all of Union County. A special
effort was made to engage all of the incorporated cities within the County. In fact, Union County
Commissioner Mark Davidson, UCEDC Executive Director Mike Sanford, and Union County Economic
Development Specialist Bill Rosholt traveled throughout Union County to extend a special invitation to
be involved in the process.

Selecting the Strategies
The Building Communities Economic Development Strategic Planning methodology employs the
Strategy Selector tool—an objective approach that prioritizes each of the 25 economic development
strategies presented, based on key success factors in seven categories—on both county and city levels.
City-specific information is presented in Appendix B of this plan identifying the most viable economic
development strategies for seven of Union County’s cities. County-wide results are presented in the
body of this plan.
The specific action steps identified in this plan are generally intended to be county-wide. In certain
circumstances, specific strategies and action steps may be more likely for only one or two of the county’s
cities (La Grande in particular).

Increasing Economic Development Capacity
Completion of the Community Organizer Tool revealed a significant opportunity for enhanced
collaboration amongst the community and economic development providers for Union County. While
there is a general level of cooperation amongst the economic development players, the opportunity
for improved efficiency and effectiveness through increased collaboration is significant through the
implementation phase of this strategic plan.
The participants of the Steering Committee view this strategic plan as an opportunity to allocate and
leverage resources for community and economic development. In general, it was acknowledged by
members of the Steering Committee that the current level of financial resources for community and
economic development is insufficient to meet all of the objectives of the respective organizations in
implementing this plan.

Looking to the Future
The Steering Committee also views the strategic plan as a “living document”, which will allow
modifications throughout the implementation phase (three to five years). Indeed, the Building
Communities methodology recognizes that individuals, organizations, and economic conditions change
over time. As such, many of the specific action steps may be modified in the implementation phase.
Finally, Orbis Group and Building Communities would like to thank UCEDC and Union County for being
the first community to implement a Building Communities Economic Development Strategic Plan. Orbis
Group believes that this methodology has been highly effective to identify the most viable economic
development strategies, and to prescribe specific action steps for successful implementation. Minor
modifications in the economic development strategic planning process will result from improvements
identified in the creation of this plan.
Funding for this economic development strategic plan has come from the Oregon Business Development
Department, and the Cities of Cove, Elgin, Imbler, Island City, La Grande, North Powder, and Union.
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Strategy Selector Scoring System
The Strategy Selector tool is utilized to generate an objective assessment of the most viable economic
development strategies for a given community. For this Plan, the Steering Committee considered 85 Key
Success Factors and the comparative advantage that Union County has with respect to communities/
counties of a similar size.
Each of the key success factors were scored on a basis of ‘0’ to ‘4’. Where the Steering Committee
always determined that Union County has a significant comparative advantage vis-à-vis its competition,
the particular key success was scored a ‘4’. Where a particular Key Success Factor was determined to
be relatively absent in Union County, the Key Success Factor received a score of ‘0’. Intermediary scores
between ‘1’ and ‘3’ were utilized for key success factors in the middle of the range.
The Building Communities approach integrates the resulting Key Success Factor scores into each of the
prospective 25 strategies on a weighted basis. Therefore, simply by considering the 85 key success
factors, strategies are ranked in terms of their viability for “likeliness to succeed”.
The Steering Committee was joined by subject matter experts in the determination of the respective
comparative advantage for Union County, and a resulting list of viable strategies emerged.
The Steering Committee then considered the ranking of the “viable strategies”, and applied an
additional—less objective but more responsive to community priorities—approach to the final
consideration of strategies. In general, the “most viable strategies” remained on the list. In three
circumstances, the Steering Committee elected to amend the list of strategies that ultimately were
selected to be included in the strategic plan.
16 of the 25 strategies were determined to be viable for implementation by the Steering Committee. For
each of these strategies, the Steering Committee then assigned one or more organization(s) to play a
lead role in strategy implementation.

Strategy Selector Overview
UCEDC sponsored a Building Communities presentation and work session on May 28 and 29 at the Blue
Mountain Conference Center in La Grande. 80 individuals attended one of two work sessions. During
the work sessions, each of the 25 Strategies was presented and participants were asked to rate each one
with respect to the desirability and viability of the strategy to be implemented.
Next, each of 85 key success factors were presented to the participants at both sessions. The
participants were asked to identify the comparative advantage (or lack thereof) of their respective
community vis-à-vis comparative communities. In general, the respective comparative advantages of
La Grande were compared to similar-sized communities in Oregon. In certain circumstances, attendees
from one of Union County’s other communities utilized a comparison with like-size communities in the
region.
Attendees were asked to identify themselves and their respective community on their Strategy Selector
score sheet. The resulting data was then analyzed on a community-by-community basis. The individual
community Strategy Selector results are presented in Appendix B.
Building Communities identified 20 members of the overall participants as individuals with unique
perspectives with respect to the County’s comparative advantage based upon their background and
occupation associated with community and economic development. These individuals were identified
as the Enhanced Steering Committee. The results from the Enhanced Steering Committee with respect
3

to comparative key success factor advantages (i.e. the Key Success Factor Test) were then analyzed
to determine the top strategies. The rating and ranking of these respective strategies is presented in
Appendix B.
The Steering Committee then collectively considered the ranking of the 25 strategies, and made a final
decision with respect to the inclusion or exclusion of the strategies in the strategic plan.
In general, those strategies with a score of ‘70’ or higher were included in the plan unless the Steering
Committee came to a consensus for exclusion. Similarly, strategies that scored ‘70’ or lower were
excluded unless the Steering Committee found a special rationale to include the strategy.
For each of the selected strategies, the Steering Committee subsequently identified the essential action
steps for implementation.
The pages that follow present the selected strategies, their respective key success factor scores, and the
essential action steps for implementation.

Importance of Recomendations
Building Communities provides two types of recommendations: 1) essential action steps associated
with the selected business and community development strategies, and 2) organizational capacity
recommendations generated by the Community Organizer tool.
Combined, these two approaches generate a substantial number of recommendations and actions that
the community should take in order to successfully implement its strategy.
The results of the Community Organizer tool, however, should only be seen as supporting
recommendations. In other words, it is the essential action steps that should be the primary focus,
and the recommendations provided through the Community Organizer tool should simply be seen as a
“tune-up” for the respective organizations—and the community as a whole—to get the work done.
Because the recommendations of the Community Organizer are only supporting recommendations, they
are presented in Appendix A.
While it is recommended that the Steering Committee review the essential action steps on a monthly
basis, it may only be necessary to review the Community Organizer tool recommendations on a quarterly
or semi-annual basis.

SWOT Analysis
Overall SWOT Summary
The Building Communities economic development strategic planning approach does not utilize a
conventional strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats (SWOT) analysis as one of the starting
points for the process. Instead, Building Communities presents 85 key success factors for community
and economic development. The local assessment of the relative comparative advantage of each of the
key success factors, in effect, yields a SWOT analysis based upon the seven categories of key success
factors: assets, capital, expertise, government, infrastructure, labor, and location.
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The table at right presents the
seven categories, and a brief
description of each category.
It is instructive to examine
the relative strength of each
category.
As the table below shows,
Union County scores relatively
high in the categories of labor,
infrastructure and assets.
Note that assets is a generalized
category that is more strategyspecific than the other six
categories.
The categories that show
relative weakness include
capital and location.

Key Success Categories
Category

Description

Assets

Industry-specific or activity-specific conditions or
dynamics that are critical to many strategies.

Capital

Business debt and equity funding as well as consistent
funding for development organizations to succeed.

Expertise

The skills, connections, and abilities of local
professionals.

Government

Government provides many resources—and sets
the tone—for many of the business and community
development activities.

Infrastructure

The land, buildings, and infrastructure necessary to
advance many of the business development strategies.

Labor

The labor force and volunteers of a community.

Location

The relative proximity of communities to the
marketplace.

Key Success Factors Results by Category
Category

Score

Labor

3.1

Infrastructure

3.0

Assets

2.9

Expertise

2.7

Government

2.7

Capital

2.5

Location

2.3
Average Score

5

2.7

Assets
The “Assets” category generally presents key success factors that are unique to respective strategies. For
example, the “availability of energy resources” is a unique Key Success Factor to the Energy Development
strategy. Fully 50% of the 22 Asset Key Success Factors scored 3.0 or higher. In other words, Union
County holds a broad array of Asset Key Success Factors.
Key Success Factor scores of 2.7 or under generally signal that caution should be in order in pursuing
strategies with such relatively low scores. This is the case for only 9 of the 22 Asset key success factors.

Assets Key Success Factors Results
Key Success Factor

Score

Expandable educational institution

3.8

Proximity to travel routes

3.7

Proximity and access to forest and forest products

3.6

Proximity to large volumes of agricultural commodities

3.6

Financially-sound, existing health-care facility

3.6

Existence of recreational amenities

3.5

Availability of energy resources

3.5

Local recreational and visitor attractions

3.4

Recognizable central business district/downtown

3.2

Quality residential neighborhoods

3.1

Accurate, long-term analysis of infrastructure needs and costs

3.0

Desirable climate

2.9

Sufficient base of local businesses

2.8

Available, desirable housing

2.7

Proximity to nationally-recognized attractions

2.7

Sufficient local entrepreneurial base

2.6

Absence of industrial business activity

2.6

High availability of urban services

2.4

Existing or prospective cultural attraction

2.4

Proximity to raw materials and minerals

2.2

Proximity to urban populations and workforce centers

2.2

Proximity to fisheries commodities

1.3
Average Score

6

2.9

Capital
In general, the availability of Capital for both business expansion and operating development
organizations is a relative weakness in Union County. All of the Capital Key Success Factor scores were
2.8 or lower.
The challenge of adequate funding for development organizations was noted in several meetings of the
Steering Committee.

Capital Key Success Factors Results
Key Success Factor

Score

Local funding for downtown development

2.8

Ability to secure power-purchase agreements

2.7

Access to capital

2.6

Access to large-scale capital

2.5

Access to long-term infrastructure loans and grants

2.5

Competetive recruitment benefits

2.5

Dedicated, local financial resources for staffing recruiters

2.4

Ability to secure long-term contracts for forest materials

2.3

Availability of appropriated funds

2.3

Sufficient marketing, promotion, or public relations budget

2.2

Average Score

7

2.5

Expertise
Scores for Expertise key success factors varied significantly depending upon the specific form of expertise
being considered. Participants in the strategic planning process rated expertise in local health care
as an extreme strength. In general, the Steering Committee gave high marks to its local economic
development team of professionals.
Areas of “expertise weakness” relate to specific forms of business development advocacy including
attendance at tradeshows and a relative lack of sophistication with respect to the use of the internet.

Expertise Key Success Factors Results
Key Success Factor

Score

Competent, strategic-minded hospital and health-care executives

3.7

Cooperation of economic development staff and educational community

3.5

Existing excellence in local health care

3.5

Local ability to identify and advance a funding proposal

3.5

Capable, experienced economic development professionals

3.3

Implementation of national Main Street Four-Point Approach™

3.3

Support from local education professionals at all levels

3.2

Supportive post-secondary education training program

3.2

Downtown organization and staff

2.9

Team approach to infrastructure finance

2.9

Sophisticated tourism development and promotion

2.8

Relative sophistication in coordinating and marketing local events

2.8

Ability to identify product and service gaps

2.7

Ability to build a team comprised of energy-development experts

2.6

Ability to understand industry trends and opportunities

2.6

Staff focused on recruitment objectives

2.3

Relationship with site selectors

2.2

Ability to successfully market matierals

2.2

Cultural development and advocacy organization

2.2

Sophisticated use of the internet for marketing

2.1

Ability to compete in a global market

1.9

Dedicated business coaching staff

1.9

Ability to network and attend relevant trade shows

1.5
Average Score

8

2.7

Government
Approximately half of the 15 Government key success factors scored at the competitive threshold of 2.8
or higher. Areas of significant governmental strength include local governmental support, a strong state
and federal delegation, and supportive state energy policies and incentives.

Government Key Success Factors Results
Key Success Factor

Score

Local Government Support

3.6

Strong state and/or federal delegation

3.5

Supportive state energy policies and incentives

3.4

Local pro-business climate

3.0

Supportive local government policy and focus

2.9

Strong community support

2.8

Strong relations between economic development organization and local businesses

2.8

Support from local businesses

2.7

Community acceptance of the visitor industry

2.7

Active engagement of downtown building and business owners

2.5

Local focus on revenues from visitors

2.4

Support for attracting retirees

2.3

Projected growth in government budgets

2.2

Favorable state policies with respect to office locations

2.2

Community support for needed infrastructure rate increases

2.0
Average Score

9

2.7

Infrastructure
An analysis of the Infrastructure key success factors shows results at the extremes. Five of the nine
Infrastructure key success factors scored significantly high while four scored low enough to be a
moderate barrier to the advancement of particular strategies.

Infrastructure Key Success Factors Results
Key Success Factor

Score

Land/Buildings/Campus for education development

3.6

Adequate telecommunications bandwidth

3.4

High-speed telecommunications

3.3

Proximity to transmission lines with excess capacity

3.3

Excess water and sewer infrastructure capacity

3.2

Adequate housing for labor force

2.6

Availability of industrial-zoned land

2.5

Availability of local land, buildings, and infrastructure

2.5

Availability of brownfield sites

2.4
Average Score

3.0

Labor
In general, Labor is seen as a Key Success Factor of relative strength. This is probably largely due to the
recessionary economic conditions that has yielded significant gains in the availability of a qualified local
labor force. During times of economic strength, however, Union County may be challenged to offer a
labor force capable of supporting significant business expansion and relocation.

Labor Key Success Factors Results
Key Success Factor

Score

Available local labor force

3.1
Average Score

10

3.1

Location
A wild differential exists on the five Location Key Success Factors. While Location key success factors
specific to health care and education are strong, significant challenges exist for the location of
distribution centers.

Location Key Success Factors Results
Key Success Factor

Score

Prospect of an expanded geographic market for health care

3.2

Advantageous location for government or education expansion

3.1

Proximity and access to markets

2.5

Strategic location for distribution centers

1.6

Proximity to scheduled air service

1.3
Average Score

2.3

Presentation of Selected Strategies
Ultimately, the Steering Committee recommends the advancement of 16 strategies to enhance the
economic condition and overall quality-of-life for Union County.
On the following pages, each strategy is listed and described. In addition, the overall objective of the
strategy is presented as well as the results of the Strategy Selector tool. Finally, a series of essential
action steps are presented in the form of a To-Do List Matrix which forms the action plan for the
implementation for the overall strategy.
Right below the name of the strategy is a bar that presents four numbers: Score, Rank, Desirability, and
Confidence.

Score - “Score” represents the overall score on a basis of 100 points. A score, for example, of 89.2
means that the particular strategy tallied this score on a weighted average of its respective key success
factors. In other words, the weighted average was 89.2% of a perfect score of ‘4’. Any score of ‘85’ or
higher represents a strategy that is highly recommended for advancement. Any score of ‘70’ to ‘84’ represents a strategy that should be seriously considered for advancement.

Rank - The number next to the word “rank” represents the overall ranking of the respective strategies
as determined by the Stratetgy Selector Tool, based on the weighted results of the various key success
factors.
Desirability - The “desirability” percentage represents the percentage of the overall participants in the
May 28/29 community meeting that find the advancement of this particular strategy desirable.
Confidence - Similar to the “desirability” score, the percentage next to “confidence” represents the
percentage of the participants during the May 28/29 meeting that believe that such a strategy can be
successfully executed.
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Recommendations for Implementation
At first glance, the sheer volume of recommendations and action steps might seem overwhelming. In
fact, this strategic plan contains 118 specific action steps in order to implement the strategic plan.
Each of the action steps, however, has already been assigned to an organization—largely by that
organization itself. In fact, each action step written in this plan has been “written” by members of the
Steering Committee. Because of this, the process of delegating each of the steps has already been
conducted.
Building Communities recommends that the Steering Committee continue to meet throughout the
implementation phase of the plan (three to five years). A monthly meeting of 60-90 minutes should be
conducted in which key advancements of many of the essential action steps are discussed and refined.
In addition, Building Communities recommends quarterly a more in-depth meeting (two-four hours)
in which all of the essential action steps are systematically reviewed and chronicled in terms of their
implementation status.
Finally, Building Communities recommends that the entire economic development strategic planning
process be conducted every three to five years. This timeline gives ample time to implement the various
strategies and action steps, and yet recognizes that communities and organizations change over time and
therefore a wholesale completion of a new economic development strategic plan is typically in order.

UCEDC Selected Strategies
The strategies that have been selected for implimentation are here presented in their order of
prioritization, based on the results of the Strategy Selector tool:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Education Development
Pass-Through Visitor Services
Health Care
Energy Development
Attracting Government Funding
Downtown Development
Value-Added Agriculture
Local/Regional Tourism
Value-Added Forest Products
Environmental Restoration
Business Retention & Expansion
Business Cultivation
Attracting Government Jobs
Entrepreneurial Develpoment
Infrastructure Development
Business Recruitment

Strategies not selected:
• Transportation Distribution Center
• Telecommunications Businesses
• Value-Added Fisheries
• Value-Added Mining
• Destination Tourism
• Cultural Tourism
• Bedroom Community
• Attracting Retirees
• Attracting Lone Eagles
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Education Development
Score: 89.2 | Rank: 1 | Desirability: 100% | Confidence: 100%
Education Development Summary
The provision of educational services, particularly in rural communities, comprises a significant portion
of the overall economy. As such, communities that are home to post-secondary education institutions,
such as community colleges and especially large universities, usually derive a much higher economic
benefit from their educational services and offerings. As the ability to earn a family wage becomes ever
more dependent upon educational attainment, counties, states, and regions that have a more educated
population will likely compete better in the 21st-century marketplace.
The combination of these two dynamics (local economic benefit and a competitive workforce) may
inspire a community to pursue an education development strategy, which is the expansion of existing—
or development of new—educational institutions. A stated objective, for example, of this strategy on
the basic end might simply entail the augmentation or expansion of an existing university. An education
development strategy could also be much more ambitious, however. For example, a community may
pursue the creation of an institute dedicated to a specific technology or discipline, or perhaps the
establishment of a brand-new four-year educational institution.
Ultimately, a successful education development strategy may significantly increase a community’s
economic well-being on multiple levels, as jobs are created locally both during and after expansion, and
as better-educated individuals enter the marketplace upon graduation from the resulting expanded
educational offerings.
While Union County is well served by being the home of a four-year educational institution, specific
opportunities for vocational training are emerging. The expansion of services—or development of an
additional educational institution (perhaps a community college district)—would meet the needs of this
segment of the population.

Objectives of Strategy Implementation
La Grande and Union County have long recognized the benefit to the culture and economy of their
community by being the home of Eastern Oregon University. The Steering Committee believes that 2009
is an opportune time to further develop the relationship between the city/county and the University,
and to find ways to expand not only the benefit of growing University enrollment, but also expansion
of community college services that can benefit the local population not needing the specific benefits
of a University setting. This strategy, therefore, represents the one-two punch of expanded University
enrollment and the prospect for new and expanded community college services.

Strategy Selector Findings
For a strategy to score 89.2 on a 100-point basis, virtually all of the key success factors must be
extraordinarily positive. This is the case for Education Development. In fact, all five key success factors
score very high.
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Key Success Factor

Score

Expandable educational institution

3.8

Local government support

3.6

Land/Buildings/Campus for education development

3.6

Cooperation of economic development staff and educational community

3.5

Advantageous location for government or education expansion

3.1

Education Development Essential Action Steps – Overview
Essential Actions Steps:
1. Coordinate with all education interests (K-12, community college, four-year institutions,
specialized training centers, etc.) to determine interest in this prospective strategy.
2. Examine the existing missions, vision, and budget for relevant educational institutions.
3. Examine short-term and long-term budget projections for relevant educational
institutions.
4. Determine the interests, if any, by other relevant (generally nearby) communities in a
similar strategy (determine competitive or collaborative posture).
5. Develop a plan to expand and/or create one or more educational institutions.
Implement plan for the education development strategy.

Education Development Essential Action Steps – Detail

Education Development - Essential Action Step

1

Coordinate with all education interests (K-12, community college, four-year institutions,
specialized training centers, etc.) to determine interest in this prospective strategy
Lead Organization

Eastern Oregon University

Lead Contact

Tim Seydel, Annette Shelton-Tiderman

Deadline/Status

Sept. – Oct. 2009

Resources

Financial

$150-200 Hosted meeting (possibly lunch) with community interest groups.

Human

Time: 6-8 hours

Technical

Staff support, Invites, event organization and setup

Performance Measures

Minutes from meeting, creation of “core group” and identified next steps
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Education Development - Essential Action Step

2

Examine the existing missions, vision, and budget for relevant educational institutions
Lead Organization

Eastern Oregon University

Lead Contact

Tim Seydel, Annette Shelton‐Tiderman and “Core Group”

Deadline/Status

Dec. 2009

Resources

Financial
Human
Technical

Performance Measures

Hosted meeting (possibly lunch) with community interest groups.
2-3 hours prep time, 1.5 hours meeting time, 1 hour minutes compilation
Staff support, printed copies of mission statements and support materials.
Minutes from meeting, identified next steps.

Education Development - Essential Action Step

3

Examine short-term and long-term budget projections for relevant educational institutions
Lead Organization

Eastern Oregon University

Lead Contact

Tim Seydel, Annette Shelton-Tiderman, Student intern

Deadline/Status

March 2010

Resources

Financial

$500 for travel to Pendleton (BMCC), Baker City, and/or Ontario (TVCC)

Human

10-20 hours for development time, 5-10 hours research

Technical

Vehicles/ travel, staff support.

Performance Measures

Program review and report of interest.

Education Development - Essential Action Step

4

Determine the interests, if any, by other relevant communities (generally nearby) in a
similar strategy (determine competitive or collaborative posture)
Lead Organization

Eastern Oregon University

Lead Contact

“Core Group”

Deadline/Status

June 2010

Resources

Financial

Funds for staff support

Human

20-30 hours time to develop plan(s)

Technical

Presentation materials, copies, support materials.

Performance Measures

Completed analysis and/or plan for education strategy, including expansion.
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Education Development - Essential Action Step

5

Develop a plan to expand and/or create one or more educational institutions.
Implement plan for the education development strategy
Lead Organization

Eastern Oregon University

Lead Contact

Tim Seydel, Annette Shelton-Tiderman

Deadline/Status
Resources

Sep.-Oct. 2009
Financial

$150-200 Hosted meeting (possibly lunch) with community interest groups.

Human

Time: 6-8 hours

Technical

Staff support, invitations, event organization and setup

Performance Measures

Minutes from meeting, creation of “core group” and identified next steps

PASS-THROUGH VISITOR SERVICES
Score: 83.4 | Rank: 2 | Desirability: 93.8% | Confidence: 93.8%
Pass-Through Visitor Services Summary
Depending on a community’s proximity to major interstates, highways, scenic byways, and other
significant travel routes, communities can enjoy the benefits of non-destination visitor expenditures.
Travel expenditures can be categorized as destination travel expenditures or pass-through travel
expenditures. Unlike destination travel, pass-through travel simply represents the activity that a traveler
conducts on the way to their destination. These expenditures are typically fuel, meals, and sometimes
lodging.
Generally, these expenditures happen regardless of efforts made by local communities. Certain targeted
efforts, however, can have a modest impact on pass-through visitor expenditure patterns:
•
•
•
•

Signage on travel routes (freeways, highways, etc.)
Community entrance beautification efforts
Low-frequency AM Radio transmitters
Hospitality training educating front-line workers about local visitor destinations

Objectives of Strategy Implementation
The Pass-Through Visitor Services strategy represents the only strategy that can benefit all of Union
County’s communities. Union County has long been well positioned to capture visitor expenditures for
travelers that are headed to Wallowa County, Baker County, and other destinations in eastern Oregon
and beyond. Perhaps more than any other strategy, this strategy can have measurable benefits for the
entire county.
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Strategy Selector Findings
The primary strength of this strategy is Union County’s proximity to state and federally-designated tour
routes. Union County’s position on the nationally-marketed All-American Road is a particular advantage.
Key Success Factor

Score

Proximity to travel routes

3.7

Available local labor force

3.1

Local focus on revenues from visitors

2.4

Pass-Through Visitor Services Essential Action Steps – Overview
Essential Actions Steps:
1. Determine the extent of visitor expenditures by transient (not destination) travelers.
2. Consider the availability of land and appropriate zoning for expanded business activity.
3. Meet with businesses benefiting from such transient travel about their business activity,
trends, and needs.
4. Foster the expansion of existing businesses benefiting from such visitor expenditures.
5. Consider promotional measures designed to capture an increased percentage of the
transient visitor expenditure market.

Pass-Through Visitor Services Essential Action Steps – Detail

Pass-Through Visitor Services - Essential Action Step

1

Determine the extent of visitor expenditures by transient (not destination) travelers
Lead Organization

Union County Tourism

Lead Contact

Janet Dodson

Deadline/Status

Our visitor research is limited, but we are conducting a small survey this summer
and we get some information from the Travel Oregon Longwoods Study and
Dean Runyon Report. However, state research relies on a very limited sample size
for Eeastern Oregon so it is only for generalizations. In our case, distinguishing
between transient and destination travelers does not seem necessary but could be
narrowed by one question on the survey.

Resources

Financial

Region needs $10,000 to match Travel Oregon grant or $20,000 if EOVA isn’t
successful in getting the grant.

Human

EOVA, in partnership with EOU, is applying for a grant for technical assistance and
research as part of their business education.

Technical

Intercept surveys at key locations for travelers. Identify sites, develop survey and
work with EOU to train and schedule survey takers and for tabulation of results.

Performance Measures

Completion of visitor survey and analysis of results
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2

Pass-Through Visitor Services - Essential Action Step

Consider the availability of land and appropriate zoning for expanded business activity
Lead Organization

Union County Tourism

Lead Contact

Janet Dodson

Deadline/Status

We are a long way from reaching capacity in our existing tourism related businesses.
Suggest concentrating on strengthening them before building more.

Resources

Financial

For Hospitality training and recognition, we have $350 budgeted. We don’t have a
budget yet for the wayfinding because we are just getting people together to review
and plan.

Human

Continue working with Chamber to train for hospitality/customer service and
reward excellence in same.

Technical

We are putting together a new wayfinding committee that will address signage
around the county this fall.

Performance Measures

30 tourism industry workers trained annually. County-wide sign plan completed.

Pass-Through Visitor Services - Essential Action Step

3

Meet with businesses benefiting from such transient travel about their business activity,
trends, and needs.
Lead Organization

Union County Tourism

Lead Contact

Janet Dodson, Judy Hector, Charlie Mitchell, UCT Board

Deadline/Status

Spring ‘10 - Work with Chamber to develop a work plan, including desired
outcomes, survey components and how we will utilize the data we collect. Could be
another good project for working with the EOU business college.

Financial

TBD

Human

Will need to put together teams to conduct interviews with visitors. Expense of
copying surveys can be covered by UCT and Chamber of Commerce.

Technical

June 2010 - This is a good idea and something we might be able to tackle with
teams of two people from the Chamber and tourism. It would be similar to the
business retention and expansion surveys we did a few years ago under Donna
Betz’s leadership.

Resources

Performance Measures

25 key tourism businesses interviewed
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Pass-Through Visitor Services- Essential Action Step

4

Foster the expansion of existing businesses benefiting from such visitor expenditures
Lead Organization

Union County Tourism

Lead Contact

Janet Dodson, Judy Hector, Charlie Mitchell, UCT Board

Deadline/Status

Utilize data gathered by the Chamber of Commerce & Main Street to establish
retail gaps and potentially successful product or service expansions and then work
with the same entities to offer workshops, marketing advice and opportunities for
cooperative and cross marketing.
Financial

TBD

Human

Utilize Chamber of Commerce communication avenues to reach their members
with opportunities and industry visitor news.

Technical

Some of this could come out of the recent surveys the Main Street Business
Retention & Expansion committee did in July. EOU is just now tabulating those
results for that committee.

Resources

Performance Measures

Report of retail and service gaps in downtown La Grande.

Pass-Through Visitor Services- Essential Action Step

5

Consider promotional measures designed to capture an increased percentage of the
transient visitor expenditure market
Lead Organization

Union County Tourism

Lead Contact

Janet Dodson, Judy Hector, Charlie Mitchell, Sue Briggs

Deadline/Status

Done
For marketing to pass-through visitors, we have several existing projects, such
as kiosk panel advertising in rest areas, and other projects of advertising and
brochure distribution, all aimed at getting people who are just passing through to
spend more time and money here and/or come again for a longer stay.
Financial

TBD – UCT has some seed money we can leverage.
UCT has included in the fiscal year 09/10, half the cost of the kiosk panels so that
we can continue that new program with existing advertisers for the same amount
they paid for the 12 months that began in May ‘09.

Human

UCT has identified a task force to work on these items over the off-season: Judy
Hector, Charlie Mitchell, Sue Briggs, and Janet Dodson. We will have a plan ready
to implement in early spring 2010.

Technical

We are always open to considering other partnerships to expand such marketing
projects.

Resources

Performance Measures

This goes back to improving wayfinding signage, cross-marketing from businessto-business and of attractions and recreational opportunities, and hospitality/
customer service.
Increase in number of businesses cooperating in tourism marketing projects.
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HEALTH CARE
Score: 82.7 | Rank: 3 | Desirability: 94.1% | Confidence: 82.4%
Health Care Summary
Communities that have established notable centers of excellence for broad-based health care or specific
health care specialties benefit from an unusually large cadre of well-paid professionals.
Communities such as Rochester, Minnesota, home of the Mayo Clinic, for example, benefit substantially
from having a high health care location factor. (“Location factors” are an economic term referring to a
high density of employment in an industry within a specific region.)
National trends have a significant impact on health care, especially in rural communities. Mergers and
acquisitions create a dynamic where there are fewer health care conglomerates controlling hospitals
dispersed throughout the country.
Additionally, federal policies on Medicaid and Medicare reimbursements have created a significant
financial challenge for rural hospitals.
Communities desiring to pursue a health care-based business development strategy should begin with
a very objective analysis of the true competitive position of their local hospital and medical community.
While every community likes to boast that they have competitive superiority with respect to health care
professionals and facilities, a realistic assessment may prove otherwise.
It may be more realistic to target a specialty area of health care. For example, many rural hospitals
have targeted orthopedic care based upon the superiority of one or more orthopedic surgeons and the
investment in state-of-the-art orthopedic assessment and surgery equipment.

Objectives of Strategy Implementation
There is widespread agreement both in the community as well as the Steering Community that
significant gains could be made in the economic benefit of the health care industry. The community has
confidence that the local leadership in health care can maintain a relatively strong position, and perhaps
gain from likely upcoming changes in the industry itself.

Strategy Selector Findings
Significant Key Success Factor advantages in the geographic market for health care, strength of the
existing organization, and confidence in local health care leadership forms the basis for the strength of
this strategy. key success factors to strengthen include the availability of a marketing and public relations
budget.
Key Success Factor

Score

Competent, strategic-minded hospital and health-care executives

3.7

Financially-sound existing health care facility

3.6

Existing excellence in local health care

3.5

Prospect of an expanded geographic market for health care

3.2

Available local labor force

3.1

Strong community support

2.8

Sufficient marketing, promotion, or public relations budget

2.2
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Health Care Essential Action Steps – Overview
Essential Actions Steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Coordinate with hospital and health care leaders to determine interest in strategy.
Inventory current status and comparative strengths of local health care services .
Determine needed investments in facilities and/or equipment to expand market .
Assess potential to increase existing market and expand market service territory.
Develop and implement marketing plan designed to capture increasing market.
Consider physician recruitment effort.

Health Care Essential Action Steps – Detail
The Steering Committee was unable to identify a lead organization that could assist in identifying the
essential action steps during the planning phase. The Steering Committee is encouraged to continue to
foster a dialogue that would identify a lead organization and to define each of the essential action steps.
Pending the identification of the lead organization, the essential action steps that have been determined
for this strategy are presented in a different format that all others in this plan:

Health Care- Essential Action Steps
Essential Action Step

What needs to
be done?

Coordinate with hospital and
health care leaders to determine
interest in strategy
Inventory current status and
comparative strengths of local
health care services
Determine needed investments
in facilities and/or equipment to
expand market
Assess potential to increase
existing market and expand market
service territory
Develop and implement marketing
plan designed to capture
increasing market
Consider physician recruitment
effort
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Who will do it?

By when?

ENERGY DEVELOPMENT
Score: 78.7 | Rank: 4 | Desirability: 76.5% | Confidence: 76.5%
Energy Development Summary
The current and forecasted shortages in energy resources, and more specifically renewable energy
resources, present communities with an opportunity to recruit or locally establish new energy
production facilities.
Renewable energy options include wind, solar, biomass, bio-energy, geothermal, and hydropower.
Both the federal government and many states have approved new policies and incentives to foster the
development of the renewable energy industry.
While larger, established companies may have an edge in capitalizing on many of these business
opportunities, viable start-up options exist based upon proximity to renewable energy supplies and local
market demand.

Objectives of Strategy Implementation
Recent gains in renewable energy with wind farm development may set the stage for future investment
and job creation in this sector. Similar to other communities, Union County increasingly may face closer
scrutiny of prospective developments in this industry.

Strategy Selector Findings
Very strong Key Success Factor findings with respect to local professional capabilities, availability of
energy resources, strong government support and incentives, as well as the availability of transmission
capacity forms the basis for future success with this strategy.
Key Success Factor

Score

Local Government Support

3.6

Availability of energy resources

3.5

Supportive state energy policies and incentives

3.4

Capable, experienced economic development professionals

3.3

Proximity to transmission lines with excess capacity

3.3

Ability to secure purchase power agreements

2.7

Ability to build a team comprised of energy-development experts

2.6

Access to large-scale capital

2.5
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Energy Development Essential Action Steps – Overview
Essential Actions Steps:
1. Convene with state and federal energy experts to determine energy demand, pricing,
and profitability potential.
2. Investigate energy incentives and any effects of renewable portfolio standards.
3. Inventory availability of energy resources (coal, natural gas, wind, hydropower,
geothermal, solar, and others).
4. Identify local transmission capacity (excess capacity and any plans for transmission
upgrades).
5. Evaluate the possibility of existing businesses or utilities becoming energy developers.
6. Identify outside companies with energy development interests within the region.
7. Promote the community as interested in job creation through energy development.

Energy Development Essential Action Steps – Detail

Energy Development- Essential Action Step

1

Convene with state and federal energy experts to determine energy demand, pricing, and
profitability potential
Lead Organization

Union County

Lead Contact

Mark Davidson

Deadline/Status

December 2009

Financial
Resources

Human

Time

Technical
Performance Measures

Written report

Energy Development- Essential Action Step
Investigate energy incentives and any effects of renewable portfolio standards
Lead Organization

Union County

Lead Contact

Bill Rosholt

Deadline/Status

On going
Financial

Resources

Human

Time

Technical
Performance Measures

Periodic reports
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2

Energy Development- Essential Action Step

3

Inventory availability of energy resources (coal, natural gas, wind, hydropower,
geothermal, solar, and others)
Lead Organization

Union County

Lead Contact

Bill Rosholt

Deadline/Status

December 2009

Financial
Resources

Human

Time

Technical
Performance Measures

Written report

Energy Development- Essential Action Step

4

Identify local transmission capacity (excess capacity and any plans
for transmission upgrades)
Lead Organization

Union County

Lead Contact

Mark Davidson

Deadline/Status

December 2009

Financial
Resources

Human

Time

Technical
Performance Measures

Written report

Energy Development- Essential Action Step

5

Evaluate the possibility of existing businesses or utilities becoming energy developers
Lead Organization

Union County

Lead Contact

Bill Rosholt

Deadline/Status

October 2009
Financial

Resources

Human

Time

Technical
Performance Measures

Written report
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Energy Development- Essential Action Step

6

Identify outside companies with energy development interests within the region
Lead Organization

Union County

Lead Contact

Bill Rosholt

Deadline/Status

On going
Financial

Resources

Human

Time

Technical
Performance Measures

Periodic reports

Energy Development- Essential Action Step

7

Promote the community as interested in job creation through energy development
Lead Organization

Union County

Lead Contact

Bill Rosholt

Deadline/Status

On going
Financial

Resources

Human

Time

Technical
Performance Measures

Periodic reports

ATTRACTING GOVERNMENT FUNDING
Score: 78.5 | Rank: 5 | Desirability: 93.3% | Confidence: 66.7%
Attracting Government Funding Summary
Communities can create jobs and improve their overall quality of life through either a onetime or
consistent approach of attracting government appropriations and grants.
Hundreds of state and federal agencies manage grant programming and/or legislative earmarks (funding
directives) which can be utilized to complete projects for a wide variety of purposes. States or localities
with congresspersons/legislators participating on powerful appropriations committees are particularly
well positioned to benefit from this strategy.
While the vast majority of such funding either goes to formula-based entitlement programs or
for competitive grant processes, a small percentage of the funding is directed by state and federal
appropriators, thus bypassing the formula or competitive approach.
Often maligned as “pork barrel spending”, this strategy may face local opposition by individuals that are
principled against such redistribution of government funding.
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Objectives of Strategy Implementation
Union County’s strong relationship with its federal and (especially) state delegation has yielded financial
support for local priorities in the past year. Such success can bread continued success for emerging
projects and priorities.

Strategy Selector Findings
The two-fold strength of a strong state and federal delegation combined with the ability to develop and
advance a funding proposal sets the stage for continued success with this strategy. Challenging state and
federal budgets may be the greatest challenge with this strategy.
Key Success Factor

Score

Strong state and/or federal legislative delegation

3.5

Local ability to identify and advance a funding proposal

3.5

Strong community support

2.8

Availability of appropriated funds

2.3

Attracting Government Funding Essential Action Steps – Overview
Essential Actions Steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Facilitate community-wide planning session to determine opportunities and priorities.
Research projects, issues, and initiatives capable of attracting state and federal funding.
Understand priorities of appropriators.
Collaborate with state and federal Legislators/Members of Congress.
Promote appropriations wish list at the state and federal level.
Maintain and consistently promote a state and federal appropriations request list.

Attracting Government Funding Essential Action Steps – Detail

Attracting Government Funding- Essential Action Step

1

Facilitate community-wide planning session to determine opportunities and priorities
Lead Organization

NEOEDD/County

Lead Contact

NEOEDD

Deadline/Status
Resources

Done
Financial

Travel ($75)

Human

Staff time ($1,000)

Technical
Performance Measures

List of projects
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Attracting Government Funding- Essential Action Step

2

Research projects, issues, and initiatives capable of attracting state and federal funding
Lead Organization

NEOEDD/County

Lead Contact

Project Proponents (NEOEDD)

Deadline/Status

November 30
Financial

Resources

Human

Time (could be very expensive at $70/hour)

Technical
Performance Measures

Funding Sources Identified

Attracting Government Funding- Essential Action Step

3

Understand priorities of appropriators
Lead Organization

NEOEDD/County

Lead Contact

Mark Davidson

Deadline/Status

December 31
Financial

Resources

Human

Time

Technical
Performance Measures

Contact Made

Attracting Government Funding- Essential Action Step
Collaborate with state and federal Legislators/Members of Congress
Lead Organization

NEOEDD and County

Lead Contact

Mark Davidson

Deadline/Status

December 31

Financial
Resources

Human

Time

Technical
Performance Measures

Determine projects state & federal legislators will support
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4

Attracting Government Funding- Essential Action Step

5

Promote appropriations wish list at the state and federal level
Lead Organization

NEOEDD and County

Lead Contact

Mark Davidson

Deadline/Status

February 28

Resources

Financial

Travel ($3,500?)

Human

Time

Technical
Performance Measures

Visits Conducted

Attracting Government Funding- Essential Action Step

6

Maintain and consistently promote a state and federal appropriations request list
Lead Organization

NEOEDD and County

Lead Contact

Mark Davidson

Deadline/Status

Ongoing

Resources

Financial

Travel

Human

Time

Technical
Performance Measures

Money received for projects

DOWNTOWN DEVELOPMENT
Score: 77.4 | Rank: 6 | Desirability: 100% | Confidence: 88.2%
Downtown Development Summary
Most communities have a central business district commonly referred to as their “downtown.”
Frequently, this area is recognized as the community’s business center, and can become the emotional
heart of the community.
The National Trust for Historic Preservation created the National Main Street Center approach which
recognizes a four-point method for downtown advocacy:
•
•
•
•

Organization (volunteers, staffing, board of directors)
Promotion (events, public relations, advertising)
Design (building and amenity stabilization, preservation, beautification)
Economic Restructuring (supporting existing businesses, promoting new businesses)
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Often ignored is the large employment centers represented by downtowns. While most downtown
business activity is in response to serving other businesses and residents, it still represents a vital
economic sector for most communities.
By capitalizing on the four-point approach described above, jobs are created, communities have
increased vitality, and a sense of pride and optimism is maintained.

Objectives of Strategy Implementation
Union County, and particularly La Grande, has had a long-standing commitment to downtown
development. Although downtown development advocacy has waned somewhat over the past decade,
the City of La Grande has made a renewed commitment to downtown advocacy in recent history. A
reasonably strong core business district and opportune base of historic buildings adds to the potential of
this strategy.
Currently, the preponderance of downtown development activity in Union County is centered in La
Grande. A significant opportunity, however, exists for Union County’s smaller communities to implement
portions of the downtown development strategy as well. Similar to an initiative currently underway
in Clackamas County Oregon, each of Union County’s communities should be invited to participate in
elements of the Downtown Development strategy. Charlie Mitchell, City of La Grande Community &
Economic Development Director, may be consulted as a technical resource to assist the County and/
or other Union County communities in their downtown development efforts. The final Essential Action
Step outlines this opportunity.

Strategy Selector Findings
Local advocacy and a focus on the Main Street Four-Point Approach™, combined with a relatively intact
downtown, provides a strong foundation for downtown development success.
Key Success Factor

Score

Local government support

3.6

Implementation of National Main Street Four-Point Approach™

3.3

Recognizable central business district/downtown

3.2

Downtown organization and staff

2.9

Local funding for downtown development

2.8

Active engagement of downtown building and business owners

2.5

Downtown Development Essential Action Steps – Overview
Essential Actions Steps:
1. Establish and/or support an organization dedicated to downtown development.
2. Establish a long-term, dedicated funding source for the downtown organization.
3. Consider implementation of the Main Street Approach® developed by the National Main
Street Center of the National Trust for Historic Preservation.
4. Create a downtown development strategic plan as either a stand-alone document or a
subset of a broader economic development strategic plan.
5. Consider establishing a building façade improvement program/fund.
6. Explore and promote the availability of historic preservation incentives.
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7. Identify gaps between local demand for downtown business activity and existing
business activity.
8. Foster the expansion of existing businesses—or recruitment of new businesses—that
can fulfill unmet demand for downtown services in the community.
9. Develop an annual calendar of promotional events designed to promote and celebrate
the downtown.
10. Conduct a systematic outreach to all of Union County’s communities to explore interest
and capacity to implement downtown improvements.
11. Determine the role that downtown development will play
in Union County’s overall economic planning efforts

Downtown Development Essential Action Steps – Detail

Downtown Development- Essential Action Step

1

Establish and/or support an organization dedicated to downtown development
Lead Organization

Charlie Mitchell

Lead Contact

Charlie Mitchell – City of La Grande Main Street Program

Deadline/Status

DONE

Resources

Financial

Funding for staff and programs; paid professional staff and volunteer
committees

Human

Funded organization in place working to benefit downtown

Technical

Charlie Mitchell – City of La Grande Main Street Program

Performance Measures

DONE

Downtown Development- Essential Action Step

2

Establish a long-term, dedicated funding source for the downtown organization
Lead Organization

Charlie Mitchell

Lead Contact

Charlie Mitchell – City of La Grande Urban Renewal

Deadline/Status

DONE
Financial

Ongoing. Will require establishment of a non-profit entity and a BID and/or EID;
our program will cost at least $100K/year for staff and programs, not including
capital costs.

Human

Adequate funding for staff and programs

Technical

Charlie Mitchell – City of La Grande Urban Renewal

Resources

Performance Measures

DONE
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Downtown Development- Essential Action Step

3

Consider implementation of the Main Street Approach® developed by the National Main
Street Center of the National Trust for Historic Preservation
Lead Organization

Charlie Mitchell

Lead Contact

Charlie Mitchell – City of La Grande Main Street Program

Deadline/Status

DONE

Resources

Financial

Staff and committee

Human

Acceptance by National or Oregon Main Street program

Technical

Charlie Mitchell – City of La Grande Main Street Program

Performance Measures

DONE

Downtown Development- Essential Action Step

4

Create a downtown development strategic plan as either a stand-alone document or a
subset of a broader economic development strategic plan
Lead Organization

Charlie Mitchell

Lead Contact

Charlie Mitchell – City of La Grande Main Street Program

Deadline/Status

June 2010
Financial

City staff, Main Street program members; funding for third-party consultants (will
likely at least be included in current City of La Grande economic development
plan) (in progress, set for completion late 2009)

Human

Completed plan; implementation of plan

Technical

Charlie Mitchell – City of La Grande Main Street Program

Resources

Performance Measures

June 2010

Downtown Development- Essential Action Step
Consider establishing a building façade improvement program/fund
Lead Organization

Charlie Mitchell

Lead Contact

Charlie Mitchell – City of La Grande Urban Renewal

Deadline/Status
Resources

DONE
Financial

$50,000/year

Human

New projects completed each year

Technical

Charlie Mitchell – City of La Grande Urban Renewal

Performance Measures

DONE
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5

Downtown Development- Essential Action Step

6

Explore and promote the availability of historic preservation incentives
Lead Organization

Charlie Mitchell

Lead Contact

Charlie Mitchell – City of La Grande Urban Renewal/ Landmarks Commission/
Design Committee

Deadline/Status

January 2010

Resources

Financial

City staff, Landmarks Commission, Design Committee, Summer Intern, RARE
member

Human

Active promotional efforts; successful applications of funding

Technical

Charlie Mitchell – City of La Grande Urban Renewal/ Landmarks Commission/
Design Committee

Performance Measures

January 2010

Downtown Development- Essential Action Step

7

Identify gaps between local demand for downtown business activity and existing business
activity
Lead Organization

Charlie Mitchell

Lead Contact

Main Street Economic Restructuring Committee

Deadline/Status

February 2010

Resources

Financial

Committee members’ work; funding for third-party assessments

Human

Database compiled; promote data

Technical

Main Street Economic Restructuring Committee

Performance Measures

February 2010

Downtown Development- Essential Action Step

8

Foster the expansion of existing businesses—or recruitment of new businesses—that can
fulfill unmet demand for downtown services in the community
Lead Organization

Charlie Mitchell

Lead Contact

Main Street Economic Restructuring Committee; Chamber of Commerce; City of
La Grande

Deadline/Status

Ongoing; set plan in place February 2010

Resources

Financial

Committee formed & active; staff and Chamber support; funds for business
assistance programs; website for property listings

Human

Improved business mix in the downtown; filled storefronts

Technical

Main Street Economic Restructuring Committee; Chamber of Commerce; City of
La Grande

Performance Measures

Ongoing; set plan in place February 2010
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Downtown Development- Essential Action Step

9

Develop an annual calendar of promotional events designed to promote
and celebrate the downtown
Lead Organization

Charlie Mitchell

Lead Contact

Main Street Promotion Committee/ LGDDA

Deadline/Status

Ongoing; completed February 2010

Resources

Financial

Website(s) developed; activities actively participating

Human

Continually updated, user-friendly print and online resources

Technical

Main Street Promotion Committee/ LGDDA

Performance Measures

Ongoing; completed February 2010

Downtown Development- Essential Action Step

10

Conduct a systematic outreach to all of Union County’s communities to explore interest
and capacity to implement downtown improvements.
Lead Organization

UCEDC, Union County, Union County Chamber of Commerce and/or Union County
Tourism

Lead Contact

UCEDC, Union County, Union County Chamber of Commerce and/or Union County
Tourism

Deadline/Status

Outreach in Fall 2009; ongoing in 2010 and beyond

Resources

Financial

Nominal commitment by each community

Human

At least one lead individual from each participating community

Technical

Technical assistance provided by Charlie Mitchell

Performance Measures

Number of communities participating by the end of 2010

Downtown Development- Essential Action Step
Determine the role that downtown development will play
in Union County’s overall economic planning efforts
Lead Organization
Lead Contact
Deadline/Status
Financial
Resources

Human
Technical

Performance Measures
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VALUE-ADDED AGRICULTURE
Score: 75.2 | Rank: 8 | Desirability: 94.1% | Confidence: 82.4%
Value-Added Agriculture Summary
Counties—and frequently clusters of counties—may produce an inordinate amount of one or more
agricultural products based upon competitive advantages such as soil types, climate, and elevation.
If sufficient volumes of individual raw materials are produced, communities may have an opportunity to
“add value” to the raw commodities through processing. Examples include producing french fries from
potatoes, sugar from sugar beets/sugar cane, steaks from cattle, and wine from grapes.
Advantages from value-added agricultural business include retaining profits and job-creation
opportunities locally, providing jobs consistent with skill levels of the local labor force, and reinforcing
the culture and economy of local communities.
Drawbacks from a value-added agriculture strategy typically include a high demand on local utilities
(typically water, sewer, and power), frequently below-to-average wage levels, and sometimes
undesirable wastewater and air emissions.

Objectives of Strategy Implementation
Union County has relied on agriculture as a key part of its economic base since its inception. A broad
variety of high-value crops are produced in Union County and form the basis for serious consideration for
value-added processing.

Strategy Selector Findings
The most significant Key Success Factor is proximity to large volumes of agricultural products. Other
key success factors include the availability of local land and buildings as well as significant infrastructure
capacity. Proximity and access to market may be a limiting factor for this strategy.
Key Success Factor

Score

Proximity to large volumes of agricultural commodities

3.6

Excess water and sewer infrastructure capacity

3.2

Available local labor force

3.1

Ability to understand industry trends and opportunities

2.6

Access to large-scale capital

2.5

Availability of local land, buildings, and infrastructure

2.5

Proximity and access to markets

2.5

Ability to Successfully Market Materials

2.2

Value-Added Agriculture Essential Action Steps – Overview
Essential Actions Steps:
1. Convene producers to determine existing and projected volumes of one or more
commodities.
2. Determine level of community support for this strategy.
3. Consult government and industry experts to determine availability of one or more
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agricultural commodities.
4. Determine relevant region for availability of one or more commodities.
5. Determine if commodity(ies) is encumbered with existing production contracts with
existing buyers.
6. For each of the commodities, determine existing national and/or regional value-added
processors.
7. Determine the infrastructure and labor force needs of such companies.
8. Consider industry trends and effects of globalization.
9. Develop and/or market the available infrastructure, labor force, and business
development incentives for such companies.
10. Explore capability of existing local businesses or entrepreneurs to enter market.
11. Inventory available land, buildings, and infrastructure.

Value-Added Agriculture Essential Action Steps – Detail

Value-Added Agriculture- Essential Action Step

1

Convene producers to determine existing and projected volumes
of one or more commodities
Lead Organization

UCEDC

Lead Contact

Mike Sanford & Dale Case

Deadline/Status

10/31/09

Resources

Financial

Board & Staff time

Human

Research

Technical
Performance Measures

Date Completed

Value-Added Agriculture- Essential Action Step
Determine level of community support for this strategy
Lead Organization

UCEDC

Lead Contact

Mike Sanford & Dale Case

Deadline/Status

11/30/09

Resources

Financial

Staff

Human

Research

Technical
Performance Measures

Date completed
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Value-Added Agriculture- Essential Action Step

3

Consult government and indsutry experts to determine availability of one or more
agricultural commodities
Lead Organization

UCEDC

Lead Contact

Mike Sanford & Dale Case

Deadline/Status

1/15/10

Resources

Financial

Staff time

Human

Ongoing

Technical
Performance Measures

Completion

Value-Added Agriculture- Essential Action Step

4

Determine relevant region for availability of one or more commodity
Lead Organization

UCEDC

Lead Contact

Mike Sanford

Deadline/Status

1/15/10

Financial
Resources

Human

Staff time

Technical
Performance Measures

Date completed

Value-Added Agriculture- Essential Action Step
Determine if commodity(ies) is encumbered with existing production contracts with
existing buyers
Lead Organization

UCEDC

Lead Contact

Mike Sanford & Dale Case

Deadline/Status

1/20/10

Financial
Resources

Staff time

Human
Technical

Performance Measures

36

5

Value-Added Agriculture- Essential Action Step

6

For each of the commodities, determine existing national and/or regional value-added
processors
Lead Organization

UCEDC

Lead Contact

UCEDC Marketing Committee

Deadline/Status

2/28/2010

Financial
Resources

Human

Staff time

Technical
Performance Measures

Date completed

Value-Added Agriculture- Essential Action Step

7

Determine the infrastructure and labor force needs of such companies
Lead Organization

UCEDC

Lead Contact

Mike Sanford & Annette Shelton-Tiderman

Deadline/Status

2/30/09

Financial
Resources

Staff time

Human
Technical

Performance Measures

Date completed

Value-Added Agriculture- Essential Action Step
Consider industry trends and effects of globalization
Lead Organization

UCEDC

Lead Contact

Mike Sanford & NEODD

Deadline/Status

2/30/10

Financial
Resources

Staff time

Human
Technical

Performance Measures

Date completed
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Value-Added Agriculture- Essential Action Step

9

Develop and/or market the available infrastructure, labor force, and business
development incentives for such companies
Lead Organization

UCEDC

Lead Contact

UCEDC Marketing Committee

Deadline/Status

2/30/10

Financial
Resources

Human
Technical

Performance Measures

Date completed

Value-Added Agriculture- Essential Action Step

10

Explore capability of existing local businesses or entrepreneurs to enter market
Lead Organization

UCEDC

Lead Contact

Mike Sanford

Deadline/Status

Ongoing

Financial
Resources

Staff Time

Human
Technical

Performance Measures

Date completed

Value-Added Agriculture- Essential Action Step
Inventory available land, buildings, and infrastructure
Lead Organization

UCEDC

Lead Contact

Done

Deadline/Status

Ongoing

Financial
Resources

Time Staff

Human
Technical

Performance Measures

Date completed
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LOCAL/REGIONAL TOURISM
Score: 74.6 | Rank: 9 | Desirability: 100% | Confidence: 100%
Local/Regional Tourism Summary
While most communities do not have a destination attraction in their backyard, they may have sufficient
recreational or historical amenities that can draw visitors within a one-day drive and thus stimulate the
local economy.
Many communities have successful weekend events designed to celebrate the community’s history and/
or culture. These events have potential to draw people from a county or two away.
By investing in the local tourism “product” and marketing efforts, tourism expenditures can be
maximized.
Communities should understand that employing a local/regional tourism strategy is not an economic
panacea. Such a strategy can have a modest economic impact, however, and bolster community pride.

Objectives of Strategy Implementation
Like many rural communities, La Grande and Union County have a broad array of local attractions and
events designed to not only add to the quality of life for the local citizenry, but also to attract outside
dollars. This strategy, one that can be implemented in many communities, can have benefit to virtually
all of Union County’s cities.

Strategy Selector Findings
Community support, a local budget for marketing, and the existence of recreational and visitor
attractions form the basis for success for this strategy. The availability of funding for marketing and
public relations is the Key Success Factor to address.
Key Success Factor

Score

Local recreational and visitor attractions

3.4

Strong community support

2.8

Relative sophistication in coordinating and marketing local events

2.8

Sufficient marketing, promotion, or public relations budget

2.2

Local/Regional Tourism Essential Action Steps – Overview
Essential Actions Steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Develop/support local tourism advocacy organization (Visitor and Convention Bureau).
Coordinate between local government and local tourism industry advocates.
Inventory local/regional visitor attractions.
Determine if existing visitor expenditure patterns are above or below average per capita.
Determine the regional market to be captured in terms of tourism promotion.
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6. Develop a regional tourism marketing plan.
7. Consider investments in tourism product development.
8. Establish, fund, and implement a tourism marketing/promotion plan.

Local/Regional Tourism Essential Action Steps – Detail

Local/Regional Tourism - Essential Action Step

1

Develop/support local tourism advocacy organization (visitor and convention bureau)
Lead Organization

Union County Tourism

Lead Contact

Janet Dodson
UCT Board & committees

Deadline/Status

Union County Tourism is well established and fully operating as the UC destination
marketing organization.

Financial

Good program support at the county level. Financial support from the City of La
Grande has eroded in the last two years, but we hope to improve on it again.

Human

Two full time tourism staff. Engaged board of directors that represents all segments
of the industry and local governments.

Technical

Staff is stretched to the max. We are looking into attracting more volunteers and
getting some assistance through the university for specific projects.

Performance Measures

Continued and improving political support; On-going activities to strengthen and
build on our existing program.

Resources

Local/Regional Tourism - Essential Action Step

2

Coordinate between local government and local tourism industry advocates
Lead Organization

Union County Tourism

Lead Contact

Janet Dodson UCT Board

Deadline/Status

This is also part of the role of UCT. UCT board of directors has representatives of UC
cities, county, and each tourism industry sector, plus at-large positions

Resources

Financial

Continued and improving political support.
TBD for special projects

Human

Continue with the well rounded and strong board of directors we currently have

Technical

Task forces for specific projects, such as agriculture tourism or way finding; also
include broad representation.

Performance Measures

Strengthen our communication outreach to the business community through
better partnership with the Chamber.
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Local/Regional Tourism - Essential Action Step

3

Inventory local/regional visitor attractions
Lead Organization

Union County Tourism

Lead Contact

Janet Dodson

Deadline/Status

UCT has excellent data on attractions and recreational opportunities and effectively
presents the information to the public through publications and fulfillment and their
own and other Web sites. UCT works closely with the regional and state DMOs.

Financial

This is another area where staff is very stretched. Staff knowledge is very good.

Human

We could really use some good volunteer assistance or the funds to hire more staff.

Technical

Upgrades and updates to the web information are always needed. We could use
some technical expertise to help with efficiencies.
UCT works closely with the regional and state DMOs.

Resources

Performance Measures

Manage and maintain database; This is an on-going, never-ending data
management and publication/Web site updating task.

Local/Regional Tourism - Essential Action Step

4

Determine if existing visitor expenditure patterns are above or below average per capita
Lead Organization

Union County Tourism

Lead Contact

Janet Dodson

Deadline/Status

We use Longwoods Study and EOVA data to garner some of this information
(average daily visitor expenditures, regionally) but will need to do more research to
augment it with local data.

Resources

Financial

See info on EUO/EOVA partnership project described in “Pass-Through Tourism”
section.

Human

Not sure why we need to know how the ADVE relates on a UC per capita basis or
how to benefit from that information – maybe I have misunderstood your intent
here.

Technical
Performance Measures

Review existing research and see what gaps in data exist. Strategize ways to gather
the needed data.
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Local/Regional Tourism - Essential Action Step

5

Determine the regional market to be captured in terms of tourism promotion
Lead Organization

Union County Tourism

Lead Contact

Janet Dodson EOVA

Deadline/Status

EOVA is in the process of working with TO’s marketing agency, W & K, to examine
our current branding activities and possibly develop a new brand strategy.

Resources

Financial

We need funds to take advantage of this amazing opportunity extended to the
region by Travel Oregon.

Human

Continue active participation in EOVA

Technical

It would be hard to beat that level of expertise

Performance Measures

Completed new brand strategy though our partnership with EOVA and Travel
Oregon.

Local/Regional Tourism - Essential Action Step

6

Develop a regional tourism marketing plan
Lead Organization

Union County Tourism

Lead Contact

Janet Dodson, Alice Trindle, EOVA

Deadline/Status

The Eastern Oregon Visitor Association is our regional DMO and UCT is very active
and a leader in that organization. The EOVA works closely with Travel Oregon and is
their designated regional DMO for the RCMP.

Resources

Financial

Also short on funds to take full advantage of the opportunity provided to the Hells
Canyon Scenic Byway by the Top Ten Scenic Drives of the Northern Rockies project.
The HCSB is our nationally and internationally significant regional attraction.

Human

Continue active participation in EOVA

Technical

The TO/EOU project includes technical assistance for improved Web presence.
Take full advantage of the above mentioned opportunity for working with Weyden &
Kennedy. UCT is fully involved and will ensure that Union County reaps the benefits.

Performance Measures

Completion of the new regional brand strategy and the new 2010 trip planner now
underway.
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Local/Regional Tourism - Essential Action Step

7

Consider investments in tourism product development
Lead Organization

Union County Tourism

Lead Contact

Janet Dodson UCT Board

Deadline/Status

2009/2010 budget includes some funds for the development projects within its
plan.
Currently, we are working most actively on bicycle related tourism, agri-tourism,
the excursion train, and scenic byways. To a somewhat lesser degree, we are also
active in promoting and enhancing cultural tourism.

Financial

Our funds for assisting community festivals and tourism product development have
been cut for 2009/2010. We are hopeful we can regain some of those funds as the
economy improves.
We do not have adequate staff to pursue foundation or government grants for
Union County, but we rely on the EOVA to do such work for the region. I do
occasionally apply for small grants from the county.

Human

We are also finishing up some grant projects. To do more, we would need
additional staff to research and apply for applicable grants. There are committees
for each of the four development categories mentioned at left.
We also work with the UC Museum Society and provide mini-grants and advice to
various community festival committees.

Technical

UCT has some very limited funds for tourism development and has been a leader
or instigator of many development projects over the last nearly 15 years. (Report is
available).

Resources

Performance Measures

Continue projects and emphasis underway and tie into those in neighboring
counties, such as the hut-to-hut trail systems being promoted as Blue Mountain
Heritage Trail.
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Local/Regional Tourism - Essential Action Step

8

Establish, fund, and implement a tourism marketing/promotion plan
Lead Organization

Union County Tourism

Lead Contact

Janet Dodson
UCT Board & committees

Deadline/Status

Done
The UCT marketing plan includes heavy emphasis on attracting visitors from
throughout the northwest. Our efforts include projects and strategies designed to
reach visitors while they are 1) in the planning stage, 2) on the road, and 3) passing
through La Grande.

Financial

UCT relies heavily on partnerships to leverage the funds we have for tourism
marketing. It is a real challenge getting business partners to build on what we and
EOVA establish. As an area that is far from major population centers and low on
marketing dollars, working cooperatively through cross marketing, co-placement
and partnering on advertising and fulfillment is essential.

Human

Ongoing.
Monitor Web site unique visits, blog visits, leads generated from magazine
advertising and phone calls and email requests for info.
We have a very good partnership with the EOVA that leverages fulfillment dollars
and efforts.

Technical

We rely on our partnership with EOVA and TO to build our national and
international markets.

Resources

Performance Measures

In implementation. Our plan is very comprehensive and multi-faceted, designed
to cover all of the basics. To do more niche marketing or development than we are
already engaged in, we will need more staff and more funds.
Continue our excellent partnerships with Wallowa and Baker County DMOs.
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VALUE-ADDED FOREST PRODUCTS
Score: 74.2 | Rank: 10 | Desirability: 100% | Confidence: 82.4%
Value-Added Forest Products Summary
A variety of products can be produced from our federal, state, and private forests. Most commonly,
lumber is produced from timber. Additionally, forests produce other potential products including fuel for
biomass energy, hardwood for furniture manufacturing and flooring, and miscellaneous forest products
such as mushrooms.
Policy changes on federal forests over the past 20 years have reduced the availability of the timber
supply, causing the lumber production industry to be more centralized amongst fewer large-scale
companies. Replacing these mill jobs with new jobs in a related industry can be an attractive strategy for
communities.
In addition, the nation’s increasing demand for renewable energy is increasingly making biomass-toenergy plants economically viable.

Objectives of Strategy Implementation
Union County has consistently relied on the forest products industry as a mainstay for the local economy.
In fact, unlike many rural economies over the past 20 years, Union County has been able to maintain a
steady forest products employment base. Only in the past year has employment taken an significant dip
due to government policy and fluctuating market conditions.
Building upon the culture and competence of the county with respect to forest products presents an
opportunity for regaining jobs in this sector.

Strategy Selector Findings
The scores of the respective key success factors relevant to Value-Added Forest Products is a telltale sign
of the public policy challenge of this industry.
Specifically, Union County boasts excellent proximity and access to forest and forest products, but is
challenged to successfully contract for forest materials due to challenging trends and policies.
Key Success Factor

Score

Proximity and access to forests and forest products

3.6

Available local labor force

3.1

Ability to understand industry trends and opportunities

2.6

Proximity and access to markets

2.5

Availability of local land, buildings, and infrastructure

2.5

Access to large-scale capital

2.5

Ability to secure long-term contracts for forest materials

2.3

Ability to successfully market materials

2.2
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Value-Added Forest Products Essential Action Steps – Overview
Essential Actions Steps:
1. Convene government and industry experts to determine availability of one or more
forest commodities.
2. Determine level of community support for this strategy. Determine relevant region for
availability of one or more commodities.
3. Determine long-term availability of commodities.
4. For each of the commodities, determine existing national and/or regional value-added
processors.
5. Determine the infrastructure and labor force needs of such companies.
6. Consider industry trends and effects of globalization.
7. Develop and/or market the available infrastructure, labor force, and business
development incentives for such companies.
8. Explore capability of existing local businesses or entrepreneurs to enter market.
9. Inventory available land, buildings, and infrastructure.

Value-Added Forest Products Essential Action Steps – Detail

Value-Added Forest Products- Essential Action Step

1

Convene government and industry experts to determine availability
of one or more forest commodity(ies)
Lead Organization

Union County

Lead Contact

Done

Deadline/Status

June 2009
Financial

Resources

Human
Technical

Performance Measures

National, state, local, and private lands

Value-Added Forest Products- Essential Action Step
Determine level of community support for this strategy. Determine relevant region
for availability of one or more commodity(ies)
Lead Organization

Union County

Lead Contact

Done

Deadline/Status

June 2009

Financial
Resources

Human
Technical

Performance Measures

National, state, local, and private lands
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2

Value-Added Forest Products- Essential Action Step

3

Determine long-term availability of commodities
Lead Organization

Union County

Lead Contact

Bill Rosholt

Deadline/Status

Ongoing

Financial
Resources

Human

Time

Technical
Performance Measures

Endless

Value-Added Forest Products- Essential Action Step

4

For each of the commodities, determine existing national and/or regional
value-added processors
Lead Organization

Union County

Lead Contact

Bill Rosholt

Deadline/Status

Ongoing

Financial
Resources

Human

Time

Technical
Performance Measures

Periodic reports

Value-Added Forest Products- Essential Action Step
Determine the infrastructure and labor force needs of such companies
Lead Organization

Union County

Lead Contact

Bill Rosholt

Deadline/Status

January 2010

Financial
Resources

Human

Time

Technical
Performance Measures

Written reports
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Value-Added Forest Products- Essential Action Step

6

Consider industry trends and effects of globalization
Lead Organization

Union County

Lead Contact

Mark Davidson

Deadline/Status

Dec. 2009
Financial

Resources

Human

Time

Technical
Performance Measures

Written reports

Value-Added Forest Products- Essential Action Step

7

Develop and/or market the available infrastructure, labor force, and business
development incentives for such companies
Lead Organization

Union County

Lead Contact

Bill Rosholt

Deadline/Status

Ongoing
Financial

Resources

Human

Time

Technical
Performance Measures

Periodic reports

Value-Added Forest Products- Essential Action Step
Explore capability of existing local businesses or entrepreneurs to enter market
Lead Organization

Union County

Lead Contact

Bill Rosholt

Deadline/Status

Ongoing
Financial

Resources

Human

Time

Technical
Performance Measures

Periodic reports
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Value-Added Forest Products- Essential Action Step

9

Inventory available land, buildings, and infrastructure
Lead Organization

Union County

Lead Contact

Bill Rosholt

Deadline/Status

December 2009

Financial
Resources

Human

Time

Technical
Performance Measures

Written reports

ENVIRONMENTAL RESTORATION
Score: 72.2 | Rank: 11 | Desirability: 75% | Confidence: 56.3%
Environmental Restoration Summary
Communities have the opportunity to “turn lemons into lemonade” by focusing on derelict industrial
buildings and sites for redevelopment.
Frequently, communities may have industrial sites from a bygone era that are not currently in use.
These sites relate to natural resource-based extraction industries that may have utilized chemicals or
compounds that have left the industrial land unusable for future use without first completing clean-up
activities.
The benefits of this strategy are twofold: 1) jobs can be created initially by clean-up activities; and 2) the
residual industrial site becomes available for promotion and development thus creating jobs in the longterm.
First and foremost, communities must have an eligible site for an environmental restoration strategy.
One or more former industrial sites that have environmental contamination preventing future
redevelopment are essential to advance this strategy. These sites are frequently referred to as
brownfield sites.
A community must then mobilize itself by first assessing the condition of the property, and then
developing a specific action plan to remediate the environmental problem.
Of critical importance is the formation of a local team that can network with state and/or federal
contacts to attract the funding necessary to assess and address the environmental problem.
Finally, communities must have the local sophistication to redevelop and market the restored site for
future use.
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Objectives of Strategy Implementation
While Union County, in general, scores well with respect to the key success factors for the Environmental
Restoration strategy, specific opportunities and tasks need to be defined in order to implement this
strategy.

Strategy Selector Findings
Local support and a strong relationship with the state and federal delegation forms the basis for
potential success with this strategy.
Key Success Factor

Score

Local government support

3.6

Strong state and/or federal legislative delegation

3.5

Capable, experienced economic development professionals

3.3

Access to large-scale capital

2.5

Availability of brownfield sites

2.4

Environmental Restoration Essential Action Steps – Overview
Essential Actions Steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Identify one or more sites for environmental restoration efforts
Conduct environmental assessment(s) of site(s) to determine extent of clean-up efforts
Attract private and public funding for clean-up efforts
Consider industrial development and marketing of former brownfield properties

Environmental Restoration Essential Action Steps – Detail

Environmental Restoration- Essential Action Step
Identify one or more sites for environmental restoration efforts
Lead Organization

UCEDC, Union County

Lead Contact

Mike Sanford

Deadline/Status

October 2009
Financial

Resources

Human

Time

Technical
Performance Measures

List completion
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Environmental Restoration- Essential Action Step

2

Conduct environmental assessment(s) of site(s) to determine extent of clean-up efforts
Lead Organization

UCEDC, Union County

Lead Contact

Mike Sanford, Bill Rosholt, Mark Davidson

Deadline/Status

September 2009
Financial

Resources

Human

Time

Technical

$$$

Performance Measures

Environmental Restoration- Essential Action Step

3

Attract private and public funding for clean-up efforts
Lead Organization

UCEDC, Union County

Lead Contact

Mike Sanford, Bill Rosholt

Deadline/Status

December 2009
Financial

Resources

Human

Time

Technical

$$$$

Performance Measures

Successful funding

Environmental Restoration- Essential Action Step
Consider industrial development and marketing of former brownfield properties
Lead Organization

UCEDC, Union County

Lead Contact

UCEDC Board

Deadline/Status

December 2009
Financial

Resources

Human

Time

Technical

$$$$$

Performance Measures

Ongoing
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BUSINESS RETENTION & EXPANSION
Score: 71.5 | Rank: 12 | Desirability: 100% | Confidence: 94.1%
Business Retention & Expansion Summary
It is widely agreed by most economic development professionals that opportunities for job retention and
job expansion with existing companies exceed the number of opportunities for recruiting new businesses
to their respective communities.
Communities can employ a variety of approaches to foster the expansion of existing companies.
One of these methods is to conduct a Business Retention & Expansion (BR&E) program. The BR&E
approach utilizes a systematic outreach to existing companies to identify their needs, challenges,
and opportunities. Several programs exist that can be adapted for the specific needs of a particular
community.
Benefits of the BR&E approach include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identifying opportunities to encourage the expansion of new companies;
Identifying opportunities to avert pending job losses or business closures;
Ability to take a community-wide approach to addressing business needs;
A systematic way to collect information;
Ability to immediately identify solutions for businesses;
Opportunity to engage civic groups or volunteers to partner in the work;
Building good public relations for municipalities and economic development
organizations; and
Identifying vendor and subcontractor business networking opportunities.

By meeting the needs of existing businesses, the stage is also better set for successful business
recruitment efforts. Potential new businesses to a new community may investigate the satisfaction of
existing businesses, and base a portion of their business location decision on such satisfaction levels.

Objectives of Strategy Implementation
The Union County Chamber of Commerce is already leading a Business Retention and Expansion
strategy with significant partnership from many organizations and businesses throughout Union County.
This strategic plan simply validates this strategy and activity by the Chamber of Commerce as being
important, supported by the community, and viable.

Strategy Selector Findings
Six of the nine key success factors score at the 70% level or higher. A strong partnership between
business, labor, education, and the economic development community is in place for strategy success.
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Key Success Factor

Score

Capable, experienced economic development professionals

3.3

Support from local education professionals at all levels

3.2

Available local labor force

3.1

Local pro-business climate

3.0

Sufficient base of local businesses

2.8

Strong relations between economic development organization and local businesses

2.8

Access to capital

2.6

Availability of local land, buildings, and infrastructure

2.5

Ability to compete in a global market

1.9

Business Retention & Expansion Essential Action Steps – Overview
Essential Actions Steps:
1. Develop a business outreach team comprised of local government and economic
development professionals.
2. Systematically identify existing businesses and industries, and the respective contact
persons within each business/industry.
3. Develop a survey or “conversation template” to guide discussions with existing
businesses.
4. Systematically reach out to targeted businesses to identify their current situation and
their strengths/weaknesses/opportunities/threats.
5. Develop a follow-up list of activities designed to meet the needs and expectations of
existing businesses.
6. Coordinate a business resources forum inclusive of business financing and workforce
training resources.
7. Periodically follow-up with all businesses (perhaps at least one connection per year).
8. Foster a pro-business climate.

Business Retention & Expansion Essential Action Steps – Detail

Business Retention and Expansion- Essential Action Step

1

Develop a business outreach team comprised of local government and economic
development professionals
Lead Organization

Chamber

Lead Contact

Judy Hector, Chamber and Charlie Mitchell, City of La Grande

Deadline/Status

Team has been developed. List of business has been developed; to get Chamber
board approval at Sept. 17 meeting
Financial

Resources

None

Human
Technical

Performance Measures

Committed team developed.
Business list approved by Chamber board
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Business Retention and Expansion- Essential Action Step

2

Systematically identify existing businesses and industries, and the respective contact
persons within each business/industry
Lead Organization

Chamber

Lead Contact
Deadline/Status
Financial
Resources

Human
Technical

Performance Measures

Business Retention and Expansion- Essential Action Step

3

Develop a survey or “conversation template” to guide discussions with existing businesses
Lead Organization

Chamber

Lead Contact

Judy Hector

Deadline/Status

Mid-January, 2010

Resources

Financial

None

Human

Use the BR&E Task Force input

Technical

Frederick Pratter, EOU

Performance Measures

Business Retention and Expansion- Essential Action Step

4

Systematically reach out to targeted businesses to identify their current situation and
their strengths/weaknesses/opportunities/threats
Lead Organization

Chamber

Lead Contact

Judy Hector

Deadline/Status

Mid-January to Mid-Feb, 2010

Resources

Financial

$150 (photocopies and Volunteer Visitor training sessions)

Human

Task Force plus Volunteer Visitors, recruited by Task Force

Technical
Performance Measures
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Business Retention and Expansion- Essential Action Step

5

Develop a follow-up list of activities designed to meet the needs
and expectations of existing businesses
Lead Organization

Chamber

Lead Contact

Judy Hector and Charlie MItchell

Deadline/Status

Mid-January

Resources

Financial

None

Human

Leadership committee

Technical
Performance Measures

Business Retention and Expansion- Essential Action Step

6

Coordinate a business resources forum inclusive of business financing
and workforce training resources
Lead Organization

Chamber

Lead Contact

Judy Hector, Chamber and Charlie Mitchell, City of La Grande

Deadline/Status

Team has been developed. List of business has been developed; to get Chamber
board approval at Sept. 17 meeting.

Financial
Resources

None

Human
Technical

Performance Measures

Committed team developed,
Business list approved by Chamber board

Business Retention and Expansion- Essential Action Step
Periodically follow-up with all businesses (perhaps at least one connection per year)
Lead Organization

Chamber

Lead Contact
Deadline/Status
Financial
Resources

Human
Technical

Performance Measures
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7

Business Retention and Expansion- Essential Action Step

8

Foster a pro-business climate
Lead Organization

Chamber

Lead Contact

Judy

Deadline/Status

Mid-January, 2010

Resources

Financial

None

Human

Use the BR&E Task Force input

Technical

Frederick Pratter, EOU

Performance Measures

BUSINESS CULTIVATION
Score: 70.6 | Rank: 13 | Desirability: 100% | Confidence: 76.5%
Business Cultivation Summary
Opportunities for business expansion and business recruitment can evolve from the concept and
methodology of import substitution. Import substitution is the process of identifying goods and services
that are “imported” into the city/county/region that have the potential to be produced/provided locally.
One example would be the provision of cabinetry for the recreational vehicle industry. If a community
has one or more recreational vehicle manufacturers that are purchasing cabinetry out of the county/
region in large quantities, there may be a business case for an existing or new company to fill that need.
Many other examples exist in many industries.
By identifying products and services that are imported into the area in large volumes, business
development strategies can be created. Similarly, industrial clustering recognizes that many communities
have a variety of businesses that operate within the same industry (or serve as suppliers to a common
industry). By bringing together the cluster of businesses within an industry, many opportunities and
benefits occur:
•
•
•

•

Efficiencies can be gained by understanding and advancing the needs of an entire
industry rather than simply one business at a time;
Frequently new business relationships between individuals in the same community
generate advantages simply by getting to know one another;
Communities can “adopt an issue.” That is, a group of business leaders can identify
a problem or issue that can best be addressed and advanced by local government or
economic development organizations. Goodwill is built, and jobs can be retained or
created;
Import Substitution opportunities can be realized. A group of similar businesses may
be able to identify new business opportunities (suppliers, professional services, etc.)
that may generate business activity and create jobs by producing locally what has been
“imported” into the county/region.
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Objectives of Strategy Implementation
Similar to Business Retention and Expansion, specific Business Cultivation opportunities are made
possible by a team of economic development professionals and community advocates.

Strategy Selector Findings
Notably, the highest score amongst the nine key success factors relates to the ability to identify product
and service gaps in the community. This sets the stage for a successful import substitution effort.
Key Success Factor

Score

Capable, experienced economic development professionals

3.3

Available local labor force

3.1

Local pro-business climate

3.0

Sufficient base of local businesses

2.8

Strong relations between economic development organization and local businesses

2.8

Ability to identify product and service gaps

2.7

Access to capital

2.6

Availability of local land, buildings, and infrastructure

2.5

Proximity and access to markets

2.5

Business Cultivation Essential Action Steps – Overview
Essential Actions Steps:
1. Develop a business outreach team comprised of local government and economic
development professionals.
2. Systematically identify existing businesses and industries, and the respective contact
persons within each business/industry.
3. Develop a survey or “conversation template” to guide discussions with existing
businesses.
4. Systematically reach out to targeted businesses to identify their current situation and
their strengths/weaknesses/opportunities/threats.
5. Develop a follow-up list of activities designed to meet the needs and expectations of
existing businesses.
6. Coordinate a business resources forum inclusive of business financing and workforce
training resources.
7. Periodically follow up with all businesses (perhaps at least one connection per year).
8. Foster a pro-business climate.
9. Develop a business outreach team comprised of local government and economic
development professionals.
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Business Cultivation Essential Action Steps – Detail

Business Cultivation- Essential Action Step

1

Import Substitution (IS): Scan existing businesses to determine if a business case can be
made for the local provision of such materials/services
Lead Organization

UCEDC (Support from Chamber)

Lead Contact

Mike Sanford

Deadline/Status

December 2009
Financial

Resources

Human

Committee time

Technical
Performance Measures

Completion of a simple analysis identifying import substitution opportunities.

Business Cultivation- Essential Action Step

2

(IS): Determine if sufficient demand exists for the recruitment of a new business to meet
local needs
Lead Organization

UCEDC (Support from Chamber)

Lead Contact

Mike Sanford

Deadline/Status

January 2010
Financial

Resources

Human

Committee time

Technical
Performance Measures

Creation of a list of prospective businesses from which to conduct import
substitution methodology.

Business Cultivation- Essential Action Step

3

(IS): Interview local businesses, primarily manufacturers, to determine the respective
quantities of materials and services being “imported” into the county/region for
production
Lead Organization

UCEDC (Support from Chamber)

Lead Contact

Mike Sanford

Deadline/Status

Ongoing with primary report by February 2010
Financial

Resources

Human

Committee time

Technical
Performance Measures

Informal listing of the businesses interviewed and the results of the interview.
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Business Cultivation- Essential Action Step

4

(IS): Aggregate each respective material/service to determine respective volume levels
Lead Organization

UCEDC (Support from Chamber)

Lead Contact

Mike Sanford

Deadline/Status

Ongoing
Financial

Resources

Human

Committee time

Technical
Performance Measures

Brief summary of volume levels of respective materials and services.

Business Cultivation- Essential Action Step

5

(IS): Utilize information to recruit existing or new companies to produce goods and
services that are currently imported into the region
Lead Organization

UCEDC (Support from Chamber)

Lead Contact

Mike Sanford

Deadline/Status

Ongoing
Financial

Resources

Human

Committee time

Technical
Performance Measures

Conclusion of a summary of these efforts with regular business prospect
reporting system.

Business Cultivation- Essential Action Step

6

Industrial Clusters (IC): Identify business sectors/industries that are sufficiently robust
within the community
Lead Organization

UCEDC (Support from Chamber)

Lead Contact

Mike Sanford

Deadline/Status

January 2010
Financial

Resources

Human

Committee time

Technical

Rick Minster, Business Oregon

Performance Measures

Identification of business sectors and industries.
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Business Cultivation- Essential Action Step

7

(IC): Convene representatives of businesses within the sector(s)/industry(ies)
Lead Organization

UCEDC (Support from Chamber)

Lead Contact

Mike Sanford

Deadline/Status

March 2010
Financial

Resources

Human

Committee time

Technical
Performance Measures

Brief report summarizing the discussions and opportunities identified by the
business representatives

Business Cultivation- Essential Action Step

8

(IC): Invite out-of-region industry experts to share industry trends and possibilities
Lead Organization

UCEDC (Support from Chamber)

Lead Contact

Mike Sanford

Deadline/Status

March 2010
Financial

Resources

Human

Committee time

Technical
Performance Measures

Completion of one or more events sharing information from industry experts.

Business Cultivation- Essential Action Step
(IC): Be responsive to emerging opportunities resulting from new relationships and
partnerships
Lead Organization

UCEDC (Support from Chamber)

Lead Contact

Mike Sanford

Deadline/Status

Ongoing
Financial

Resources

Human

Committee time

Technical
Performance Measures

Seizing one or more specific opportunities to capitalize on clustering.
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ATTRACTING GOVERNMENT JOBS
Score: 69.2 | Rank: 14 | Desirability: 88.2% | Confidence: 93.8%
Attracting Government Jobs Summary
In most communities, particularly rural communities, government job wage levels far exceed median
(often also referred to as “family wage”) income levels. As such, increasing the number of government
jobs can provide a local economic stimulus.
In general, federal jobs pay more than state jobs; state jobs pay more than local government jobs; and
local government jobs pay more than the community’s average wages.
One significant factor in considering a government job attraction strategy is the attitude of the local
community toward such a strategy. Communities with a more conservative political viewpoint may shun
such a strategy as being inconsistent with core beliefs.
Another key consideration is the trend line for the total number of government jobs. In times of
economic recession, for example, many government jobs may be eliminated. On the contrary, during
good economic times—or perhaps when a state is responding to a policy change that increases
government jobs in one or more specific departments—communities can benefit by targeted
government office recruitment strategies.
Communities should also consider their strategic location with respect to the Federal Government’s (or
State’s) desire to locate jobs in a key geographically-strategic manner.

Objectives of Strategy Implementation
Perhaps as much as any county in eastern Oregon, Union County has had success in attracting the
establishment and growth of agencies, particularly natural resource agencies. Although state budgets
are relatively constrained, the federal response to the economic recession may create opportunities for
job creation in the federal sector.

Strategy Selector Findings
Union County has community support and potentially an advantageous location for growth with
government agencies.
Key Success Factor

Score

Local government support

3.6

Capable, experienced economic development professionals

3.3

Advantageous location for government or education expansion

3.1

Strong community support

2.8

Availability of local land, buildings, and infrastructure

2.5

Projected growth in government budgets

2.2

Favorable state policies with respect to office locations

2.2
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Attracting Government Jobs Essential Action Steps – Overview
Essential Actions Steps:
1. Meet with all local stakeholders to identify and prioritize projects for government
funding.
2. Assess community opinion with respect to the desirability of this strategy.
3. Consider current trends in the expansion or contraction of government jobs by agency
(state and federal).
4. Assess existing availability of buildings and telecommunications infrastructure.
5. Consider availability and skills of local labor force.
6. Target specific state and federal governmental agencies.
7. Capitalize on high-level governmental and business relationships to encourage agency
expansion/relocation into community.
8. Approach agencies through both the executive and legislative branches related to
locating in community.
9. Adjust strategy based upon successes, failures, and changes amongst agencies.

Attracting Government Jobs Essential Action Steps – Detail

Attracting Government Jobs- Essential Action Step

1

Meet with all local stakeholders to identify and prioritize projects for government funding
Lead Organization

UCEDC County

Lead Contact
Deadline/Status

Done
Financial

Resources

Human
Technical

Performance Measures

See report

Attracting Government Jobs- Essential Action Step
Assess community opinion with respect to the desirability of this strategy
Lead Organization

UCEDC County

Lead Contact
Deadline/Status

Done
Financial

Resources

Human
Technical

Performance Measures

See report
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2

Attracting Government Jobs- Essential Action Step

3

Consider current trends in the expansion or contraction of government jobs
by agency (state and federal)
Lead Organization

UCEDC County

Lead Contact

Mike Sanford, Bill Rosholt

Deadline/Status

Jan. 2010
Financial

Resources

Human

Time

Technical
Performance Measures

Written Report

Attracting Government Jobs- Essential Action Step

4

Assess existing availability of buildings and telecommunications infrastructure
Lead Organization

UCEDC County

Lead Contact

Mike Sanford, Bill Rosholt

Deadline/Status
Financial
Resources

Human

Time

Technical
Performance Measures

Written Report

Attracting Government Jobs- Essential Action Step
Consider availability and skills of local labor force
Lead Organization

UCEDC County

Lead Contact

Mike Sanford, Bill Rosholt

Deadline/Status

Oct. 2009
Financial

Resources

Human

Time

Technical
Performance Measures

Written Report
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5

Attracting Government Jobs- Essential Action Step

6

Consider availability and skills of local labor force
Lead Organization

UCEDC County

Lead Contact

Mike Sanford, Bill Rosholt

Deadline/Status

October 2009
Financial

Resources

Human

Time

Technical
Performance Measures

Written Report

Attracting Government Jobs- Essential Action Step

7

Target specific state and federal governmental agencies
Lead Organization

UCEDC County

Lead Contact

Mike Sanford, Bill Rosholt

Deadline/Status

October 2009
Financial

Resources

Human

Time

Technical
Performance Measures

Written Report

Attracting Government Jobs- Essential Action Step

8

Capitalize on high-level governmental and business relationships to encourage agency
expansion/relocation into community
Lead Organization

UCEDC County

Lead Contact

Union County Board of Commissioners/UCEDC Board

Deadline/Status

Ongoing
Financial

Resources

Human

Time

Technical
Performance Measures

Periodic Reports
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Attracting Government Jobs- Essential Action Step

Approach agencies through both the executive and legislative branches related to locating
in community
Lead Organization

UCEDC County

Lead Contact

Union County Board of Commissioners/UCEDC Board

Deadline/Status

Ongiong
Financial

Resources

Human

Time

Technical
Performance Measures

Periodic Reports

Attracting Government Jobs- Essential Action Step

10

Adjust strategy based upon successes, failures, and changes amongst agencies
Lead Organization

UCEDC County

Lead Contact
Deadline/Status
Financial
Resources

Human
Technical

Performance Measures

ENTREPRENEURIAL DEVELOPMENT
Score: 65.7 | Rank: 16 | Desirability: 88.2% | Confidence: 76.5%
Entrepreneurial Development Summary
Small businesses represent over 99% of all employers in the United States. People establish businesses
based upon unique skills, passion, or a perceived market opportunity.
Frequently missing in a community-based economic development strategy is a concerted approach to
facilitating the start-up and growth of entrepreneurial ventures.
Often referred to as microenterprise development, some programming exists to assist businesses with
access to capital, resources for labor force improvement, business coaching, and/or partnerships by local
educational institutions (on all levels).
One approach advanced by several communities across the United States is Enterprise Facilitation®
advanced by the Sirolli Institute. Ernesto Sirolli presents the Trinity of Management approach that
recognizes that individuals have passions (and therefore business ability) either with their product/
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service or marketing their product/service or financial management. Sirolli asserts that no one individual
possesses all three skills/passions and very few possess two of the three skills/passions. Enterprise
Facilitation engages an Enterprise Facilitator advised by a local board to respond to the passion and
interests of local entrepreneurs to facilitate their successful establishment and expansion.

Objectives of Strategy Implementation
The community has partnered with Eastern Oregon University and the Small Business Development
Center to hold Entrepreneur Day, a successful event drawing hundreds of individuals to explore
opportunities to create jobs through entrepreneurial activity. On the flipside, Union County has not
established a comprehensive approach to entrepreneurial advocacy similar to that of Wallowa and Baker
County through Enterprise Facilitation.

Strategy Selector Findings
A pro business climate combined with a comparative advantage in local educational offerings forms a
one-two punch for expanding activity in an Entrepreneurial Development strategy.
Key Success Factor

Score

High-speed telecommunications

3.3

Supportive post-secondary education training program

3.2

Local pro-business climate

3.0

Sufficient local entrepreneurial base

2.6

Access to capital

2.6

Dedicated business coaching staff

1.9

Entrepreneurial Development Essential Action Steps – Overview
Essential Actions Steps:
1. Create a communication network linking entrepreneurial development service providers.
2. Inventory local resources for start-up businesses for business finance, workforce training,
and business planning.
3. Explore the establishment of a business incubator.
4. Establish a part-time or full-time position dedicated to business coaching.
5. Approach agencies through both the executive and legislative branches related to
locating in community.
6. Adjust strategy based upon successes, failures, and changes amongst agencies.
7. Introduce entrepreneurship as a career path option in local schools.
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Entrepreneurial Development Essential Action Steps – Detail

Entrepreneurial Development- Essential Action Step

1

Create a communication network linking entrepreneurial development service providers
Lead Organization

NEOEDD

Lead Contact

NEOEDD

Deadline/Status

Sept. 30, then quarterly

Resources

Financial

Travel ($350)

Human

Time (Lots)

Technical
Performance Measures

1. Inventory activities/programs
2. Delegate/recognize tasks/roles
3. Explore/adopt new entrepreneurial support projects

Entrepreneurial Development- Essential Action Step

2

Inventory local resources for start-up businesses for business finance,
workforce training, and business planning
Lead Organization

NEOEDD/Chamber

Lead Contact
Deadline/Status
Financial
Resources

Human
Technical

Performance Measures

Entrepreneurial Development- Essential Action Step
Explore the establishment of a business incubator
Lead Organization

NEOEDD

Lead Contact

UCEDC

Deadline/Status
Financial
Resources

Human
Technical

Performance Measures

Decision made with respect to ultimate direction—pursue funding or not?
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3

Entrepreneurial Development- Essential Action Step

4

Establish a part-time or full-time position dedicated to business coaching
Lead Organization

NEOEDD/Chamber

Lead Contact

NEOEDD

Deadline/Status

Ongoing

Resources

Financial

$50,000

Human

Time

Technical
Performance Measures

Services are used

Entrepreneurial Development- Essential Action Step

5

Introduce entrepreneurship as a career path option in local schools
Lead Organization

NEOEDD

Lead Contact
Deadline/Status
Financial
Resources

Human

Volunteer time

Technical
Performance Measures

INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT
Score: 65.3 | Rank: 17 | Desirability: 100% | Confidence: 93.3%
Infrastructure Development Summary
The term infrastructure describes all of the basic utilities and public services needed by communities and
businesses. Infrastructure includes, but is not limited to, power, water, sewer, storm sewer, street/roads,
and telecommunications.
Although “infrastructure development” is an economic development strategy, it is typically viewed of a
means-to-an-end in terms of providing the necessary input for other strategies to be successful.
Infrastructure development is considered an economic development strategy in-and-of-itself in that it
is a long-term commitment for toward the betterment of communities and the businesses that they
support.
Communities need to examine the infrastructure requirements both of their current residents, as well as
their projection of future residential, commercial, and industrial demands.
The federal government—and most state governments—provide long-term, low-interest debt financing
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to advance eligible infrastructure projects. At times, particularly when immediate job creation
opportunities arise, grant funding is available for infrastructure development.
Communities pursuing an infrastructure development strategy should strategically assess their needs,
and engineer solutions consistent with long-term projections.

Objectives of Strategy Implementation
Starting with the expansion of infrastructure from the City of La Grande to the airport industrial park,
and more recently the development of a business park within the La Grande city limits, Union County
has demonstrated success with an infrastructure development strategy for decades. The continued
challenge of having sufficient business and industrial property forms the need for this strategy.

Strategy Selector Findings
A strong team of knowledgeable engineers and government professionals are in place to advance the
strategy. Expertise is strategically positioned on non-profit boards to support strategy implementation.
Key Success Factor

Score

Accurate, long-term analysis of infrastructure needs and costs

3.0

Team approach to infrastructure finance

2.9

Access to long-term infrastructure loans and grants

2.5

Community support for needed infrastructure rate increases

2.0

Infrastructure Development Essential Action Steps – Overview
Essential Actions Steps:
1. Assess the current infrastructure capacity and capital improvement needs
for infrastructure system (sewer, water, storm water, street/roads, power,
telecommunications, etc.).
2. Determine the short-term and long-term requirements of respective infrastructure
systems.
3. Develop preliminary engineering and cost estimates for infrastructure improvements.
4. Combine all relevant information in an infrastructure capital improvement plan (either
one or multiple documents).
5. Examine various funding sources for infrastructure development.
6. Convene a round table of potential infrastructure funders to examine programs,
requirements, and policies.
7. Develop, hold public hearings, and refine a plan to address local pricing structures for
infrastructure.
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Infrastructure Development Essential Action Steps – Detail

Infrastructure Development- Essential Action Step

1

Assess the current infrastructure capacity and capital improvement needs
for infrastructure system (sewer, water, storm water, street/roads, power,
telecommunications, etc.)
Lead Organization

NEOEDD

Lead Contact

Chamber

Deadline/Status

December 31, 2009

Financial
Resources

Human

Time

Technical
Performance Measures

Service is available

Infrastructure Development- Essential Action Step

2

Determine the short-term and long-term requirements
of respective infrastructure systems
Lead Organization

NEOEDD

Lead Contact

NEOEDD

Deadline/Status

June 30 2010

Resources

Financial

$350

Human

Time ($3,500)

Technical
Performance Measures

Identify leadership among potential investors

Infrastructure Development- Essential Action Step

3

Develop preliminary engineering and cost estimates for infrastructure improvements
Lead Organization

NEOEDD

Lead Contact

City Mayors & Staff; County Commissioners

Deadline/Status

April 30 2010

Resources

Financial

$$

Human

Time

Technical

Engineering?

Performance Measures

Assessment Complete
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Infrastructure Development- Essential Action Step

4

Combine all relevant information in an infrastructure capital improvement plan (either
one or multiple documents)
Lead Organization

NEOEDD

Lead Contact

City Mayors & Staff; County Commissioners

Deadline/Status

May 31 2010

Resources

Financial

$

Human

Time

Technical

Engineering

Performance Measures

Requirements Identified

Infrastructure Development- Essential Action Step

5

Examine various funding sources for infrastructure development
Lead Organization

NEOEDD

Lead Contact

City Mayors & Staff; County Commissioners

Deadline/Status

June 30 2010

Resources

Financial

$

Human

Time

Technical

Engineering

Performance Measures

Cost estimates made

Infrastructure Development- Essential Action Step
Convene a round table of potential infrastructure funders to examine programs,
requirements, and policies
Lead Organization

NEOEDD

Lead Contact

City Mayors & Staff; County Commissioners

Deadline/Status

September 2010

Resources

Financial

$$

Human

Time

Technical

Engineering

Performance Measures

Plans complete
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Infrastructure Development- Essential Action Step

7

Develop, hold public hearings, and refine a plan to address local pricing structures for
infrastructure
Lead Organization

NEOEDD

Lead Contact

NEOEDD

Deadline/Status

October 2010

Resources

Financial

$5,000?

Human

Time

Technical
Performance Measures

Funding sources identified

BUSINESS RECRUITMENT
Score: 62.6 | Rank: 20 | Desirability: 100% | Confidence: 88.2%
Business Recruitment Summary
Perhaps the most widely recognized economic development strategy relates to business recruitment.
Business recruitment is the act of proactively soliciting existing businesses located out-of-region to
expand or relocate into a community.
Business recruitment can be substantially advantageous for local communities desiring to establish new
jobs, focus on family wage jobs, expand the local tax base, and generally enhance community vitality.
Business recruitment can have drawbacks. Communities that do not have the desire or infrastructure
capacity for growth may view business recruitment negatively.
Communities that rely on business recruitment as a substantial component of their economic
development strategy should view their effort as a long-term endeavor. Frequently, communities can
go months (even years) without tangible results. This does not necessarily mean that the community’s
efforts are poorly planned or executed. The fact is, there are far more communities chasing new
businesses than there are businesses looking for new communities.
Business recruitment efforts can also be costly. Efforts such as advertising, public relations, attendance
at industry trade shows, website development and maintenance, and informational and promotional
materials are expensive.

Objectives of Strategy Implementation
UCEDC has been the primary business recruitment organization in Union County for over two decades.
The community has had success with business recruitment, particularly at the airport industrial park.
The community is also patient at looking at this as a long-term strategy.
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Strategy Selector Findings
Only four of the 15 key success factors score at the 70% level or higher, thus underscoring the challenges
of the Business Recruitment strategy.
Key Success Factor

Score

Local government support

3.6

Capable, experienced economic development professionals

3.3

Available local labor force

3.1

Strong Community Support

2.8

Support from local businesses

2.7

Access to large-scale capital

2.5

Competitive recruitment incentives

2.5

Proximity and access to markets

2.5

Availability of local land, buildings, and infrastructure

2.5

Dedicated local financial resources for staffing recruiters

2.4

Relationship with site selectors

2.2

Sophisticated use of the Internet for marketing

2.1

Ability to compete in a global market

1.9

Ability to network and attend relevant trade shows

1.5

Proximity to scheduled air service

1.3

Business Recruitment Essential Action Steps – Overview
Essential Actions Steps:
1. Support or create an organization and position focused upon business recruitment
objectives.
2. Determine collective desire for growth in community.
3. Inventory business development assets in community (land, buildings, labor force, job
training programs, incentives, etc.).
4. Consider targeted industries that build from—and contribute to—the local economy.
5. Consider geographic-based, industry-based, and relationship-based business recruitment
strategies.
6. Identify business recruitment outreach approaches (Web-based, attendance at trade
shows, other marketing strategies).
7. Develop a business recruitment plan based upon above considerations.
8. Implement business recruitment plan.
9. Read and implement the Business Development Capacity Community Organizer.
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Business Recruitment Essential Action Steps – Detail

Business Recruitment- Essential Action Step

1

Support or create an organization and position focused
upon business recruitment objectives
Lead Organization

UCEDC

Lead Contact

Mike Sanford

Deadline/Status

Ongoing - Marketing Committee

Financial
Resources

Staff and Board time

Human
Technical

Performance Measures

Ongoing

Business Recruitment- Essential Action Step

2

Determine collective desire for growth in community
Lead Organization

UCEDC

Lead Contact

Mike Sanford/Bill Roshslt

Deadline/Status

Ongoing

Financial
Resources

Staff and Board time

Human
Technical

Performance Measures

Ongoing

Business Recruitment- Essential Action Step

3

Inventory business development assets in community (land, buildings, labor force, job
training programs, incentives, etc.)
Lead Organization

UCEDC

Lead Contact

Mike Sanford, Annette Shelton-Tiderman

Deadline/Status

Done; Contact Comm.

Financial
Resources

Staff and Board time

Human
Technical

Performance Measures

Ongoing
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Business Recruitment- Essential Action Step

4

Consider targeted industries that build from—and contribute to—the local economy
Lead Organization

UCEDC

Lead Contact
Deadline/Status

Ongoing; UCEDC Marketing Comm.

Financial
Resources

Staff and Board time

Human
Technical

Performance Measures

Ongoing

Business Recruitment- Essential Action Step

5

Consider geographic-based, industry-based, and relationship-based business recruitment
strategies
Lead Organization

UCEDC

Lead Contact
Deadline/Status

11-15-09

Financial
Resources

Staff and Board time

Human
Technical

Performance Measures

List of potential Businesses

Business Recruitment- Essential Action Step

6

Identify business recruitment outreach approaches (Web-based, attendance at trade
shows, other marketing strategies)
Lead Organization

UCEDC

Lead Contact
Deadline/Status
Financial
Resources

12-15-09
Staff and Board time

Human
Technical

Performance Measures

Plan developed for recruitment
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Business Recruitment- Essential Action Step

7

Develop a business recruitment plan based upon above considerations
Lead Organization

UCEDC

Lead Contact

Mike Sanford, Bill Roshot, Judy Hector, Mark Davidson, Contact Committee

Deadline/Status

1/30/10

Financial
Resources

Staff and Volunteers

Human
Technical

Performance Measures

Written plan in place

Business Recruitment- Essential Action Step

8

Implement business recruitment plan
Lead Organization

UCEDC and Union County

Lead Contact

Mike Sanford, Bill Roshot, Judy Hector, Mark Davidson, Contact Committee, Rick
Minster

Deadline/Status

Ongoing

Financial
Resources

Staff time, Committee time, Board time

Human
Technical

Performance Measures

Ongoing

Business Recruitment- Essential Action Step
Read and implement the Business Development Capacity Community Organizer
Lead Organization

UCEDC

Lead Contact

Mike Sanford

Deadline/Status

To be reviewed every six months

Financial
Resources

Human

Perioding attention by Steering Committee

Technical
Performance Measures

Semi-annual reviews
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Appendix
Appendix A - Community Organizer Results
Appendix B - City-specific Strategy Selector Results
Appendix C - Steering Committee
Appendix D - NEOEDD Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy
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Appendix A - Community Organizer Overview
Recognizing that the successful implementation of an economic development strategic plan takes more
than simply selecting the right strategies, Building Communities presents the Community Organizer
tool. This tool helps Steering Committee members to ask and answer the right questions with respect
to the identification of the current and desired levels of capacity to implement business and community
development strategies. The UCEDC Steering Committee met on two occasions to consider both the
business development and community development approaches to the Community Organizer tool.
The tool is organized by presenting a series of scenarios that describe alternate levels of capacity
with respect to seven elements relevant to business development and community development. The
Steering Committee was asked to consider each scenario, and then to come to a consensus as to which
scenario best describes the current capacity of their community. Each of the members were also then
asked to identify their desired level of capacity. The tables below presents the results of the Community
Organizer tool for Business and Community Development Capacities, respectively. In every case but one,
the desired level of capacity was the highest scenario presented.

Business Development Capacity Results
Assessed Capacity
Score

Prescribed Capacity
Score

Business Development Strategy

17/37 (46%)

37/37 (100%)

Local Staff and Team Development

19/37 (51%)

37/37 (100%)

Industrial Land and Infrastructure

33/68 (49%)

68/68 (100%)

Targeted-Industries

8/19 (42%)

19/19 (100%)

Marketing

8/33 (24%)

33/33 (100%)

Prospect and Lead Management

21/27 (78%)

27/27 (100%)

Closing the Deal

24/26 (92%)

26/26 (100%)

130/247 (53%)

247/247 (100%)

Totals

Community Development Capacity Results
Assessed Capacity
Score

Prescribed Capacity
Score

Vision and Strategic Plan

5/32 (16%)

32/32 (100%)

Project and Issue Advocacy

14/16 (88%)

16/16 (100%)

Active, Effective Organization

19/38 (50%)

38/38 (100%)

Capable, Professional Staffing

10/23 (43%)

23/23 (100%)

Dedicated Community Volunteers

8/8 (100%)

8/8 (100%)

The Right Attitude

6/13 (46%)

13/13 (100%)

Balance Between Project and Community Advocacy

2/9 (22%)

7/9 (78%)

64/139 (46%)

137/139 (99%)

Totals
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The Community Organizer tool not only presents a description of the current level of capacity, but
also prescribes the steps necessary in order for the county to achieve its desired level of business and
community development capacity.

Business Development Capacity
The information below itemizes the specific “capacity building action steps” needed in order for the
community to reach its desired level of capacity for both business development and community
development activities.

1 - Business Development Strategy
Assessed score: 17 of 37 (46%) | Prescribed score: 37 of 37 (100%)
Definition
A business development strategy, which can be viewed as a subset of a community and economic
development strategy, should be very clear in its scope. In addition to answering the question “What
types of business development activities should we engage in?”, the strategy should be equally clear
in identifying “What business development activities are beyond the scope of our community?” That
is, many communities, due to limitations in factors such as labor force, proximity to markets, and
available infrastructure, ought to conclude that the recruitment of large-scale business development
opportunities is beyond the realistic grasp of the community.
Business development strategies should also assess the desirability of business growth for a community.
Many urban and suburban cities experienced such dramatic growth in the 1990s that they became
very selective about new job creating possibilities. Times of economic recession cause communities to
rethink these policies.
Often overlooked, and frequently most important, are activities to support existing businesses within
a community. In the end, a large percentage of jobs created in any community will come from the
expansion of existing businesses. Additionally, communities can often offset the threat of curtailment of
business operations with proactive business retention efforts.
Communities must also assess the business development climate that they offer. What is the condition
of the state and national economy? How competitive is the state’s business climate? How streamlined is
the community’s regulatory process for businesses?

1a. Relationship with Community’s Strategic Plan
q Complete an economic development strategic plan with business development priorities that are
itemized in detail.

1b. Desirability of Business Development
q Analyze the support for business development activities in the community, hold an open
dialogue on the subject, and document strong levels of support.
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1c. Appropriateness of Business Development
No Action Items
1d. A Foundation of Support for Existing Businesses
q Proactively engage existing business community in business development activities; reinforce the
symbiotic relationship between new and prospective businesses.

2 - Local Staff and Team Development
Assessed score: 19 of 37 (51%) | Prescribed score: 37 of 37 (100%)
Definition
Similar to the community development capacity requirements, business development requires strong
staffing, organization, and volunteerism to succeed. Communities must be careful not to assume that
simply because they have broader community development organizations in place (that advocate
for community livability, tourism development, downtown development, historic preservation, arts
and culture, and/or other priorities), that they have a business development organization. Business
development advocacy can be coordinated through an organization with broader purposes, but in order
to be effective, the specific skills and focus of business development cannot be lost.

2a. Focused Business Development Organization
q Ensure that all business development priorities are specifically being advanced by one or more
organization(s).
q Ensure that the business development organization has long-term staying power in terms of its
organization and budgeting.

2b. Stability of Business Development Organization
q Ensure that no more than four percent of the time of the staff and volunteers is committed
toward budgeting and fundraising.

2c. Frequency of Meetings
q In addition to regular monthly board meetings, ensure that subcommittee activity also generates
results.

2d. Business Development Staff
q Ensure that the organization not only has a capable staff person, but also has adequate
administrative support.

2e. Business Development Training
q Ensure not only that the lead economic development professional has adequate training, but
also that board members are exposed to economic development principles and practices.
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3 - Industrial Land and Infrastructure
Assessed score: 33 of 68 (49%) | Prescribed score: 68 of 68 (100%)
Definition
Many communities get geared up to conduct business development—and particularly business
recruitment—activities without first conducting an objective analysis of the existing availability of land
and infrastructure.
Frequently, communities confuse the availability of land “zoned industrial” with the true availability
of such land for business expansion and business recruitment endeavors. Simply because land exists
does not mean that it is for sale. It does not mean that it is for sale at a competitive price. It does not
mean that the land is necessarily served by infrastructure. It does not mean that the land is served by
specialized infrastructure requirements of a particular industry. And it does not mean that the land is
clear from environmental constraints.
Indeed, the availability of land, or lack thereof, that is truly available, appropriate, and competitive for
business development uses becomes a huge opportunity or constraint for a community.
Issues of land ownership must also be considered. Although the community may think it has land
available, what really happens when the existing expanding business or the industrial prospect comes
seriously knocking on the door? Will the price of the land suddenly escalate? Is the landowner truly
motivated to sell? Are they legally empowered to sell?
Communities may wish to consider the public ownership of industrial land to ensure that the public
interest, rather than an individual or corporation’s private interest, dominates the motivations of a future
transaction.
Perhaps this public ownership is in place through a port, county, city, or other public entity. Even if the
land is publicly owned, does the public body have a strategy for its ultimate use?

3a. Availability of Industrially-Zoned Land
q Ensure that the community has adequate industrially zoned land.

3b. Potential for Land
No Action Items
3c. Land Ownership
q Ensure that the community has control over one or more parcels of land that can be immediately
made available for development.
q Ensure that publicly-controlled industrial land is competitively priced.

3d. Environmental Considerations
q Conduct an environmental assessment and conclude that industrial land has no environmental
limitations.
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3e. Land Price
q Ensure that the available industrial land is competitively priced.

3f. Availability of Buildings
q Identify existing industrial and/or commercial buildings that are generally desirable and
competitive for developing.
q Document existing buildings that are highly competitive for business development opportunities.
q Not only document the availability of competitive industrial buildings, but also outline the
expandability of such buildings.

3g. Basic Infrastructure
q Document the availability of basic infrastructure for the majority of business development
opportunities.

3h. Access Infrastructure
q Establish and document the availability of rail spurs.

3i. Special Infrastructure
q Ensure the availability of all of the needed specialized infrastructure based upon the business
development priorities being selected.

3j. Land/Target Compatibility
No Action Items

4 - Targeted Industries
Assessed score: 8 of 19 (42%) | Prescribed score: 19 of 19 (100%)
Definition
Similar to communities being focused on specific objectives within the context of a strategic plan,
communities must also have a focus in their business development activities in order to be successful.
The concept of “targeted industries” is the most often used procedure to identify, on a selective basis,
the types of industry that are consistent with the development and recruitment desires of a particular
community.
Typically, businesses are targeted based on the type of industry they represent utilizing the North
American Industry Classification System (NAICS). This system replaced the U.S. Standard Industrial
Classification (SIC) system. There are additional methods for targeting industries that can be done either
in addition to, or in replacement of, the industry selection process. Communities may target industries
based upon a geographic region or based upon other factors such as the size of typical companies.
Communities may wish to begin their Targeted Industry Analysis by analyzing the types of companies
that could locate in their community to produce products that are typically imported into their
community. That is, they can substitute the local manufacturing of goods and services that have
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historically been imported into the community. This is a process known as “import substitution.”
Still other communities may wish to conduct their Targeted Industry Analysis to be consistent with other
objectives and priorities within a community. For example, communities that have historic strength—or
current strategies—to expand the visitor industry, may wish to recruit businesses consistent with this
focus.
Targeted Industry Analysis is a very sophisticated field, and communities can initiate fairly complex
strategies and contract with specialized consultants to conduct such industry targeting.

4a. Import Substitution
q Conduct a full-scale import substitution analysis.

4b. Connection with Strategic Plan
q Ensure a general desirability for specific business development activities—and then engage in
such activities.

4c. Targeted Industry Analysis
q Ensure that the Targeted Industry Analysis provides sufficient background information about
targeted businesses so that the community has a “running start” with recruitment activities.

5 - Marketing
Assessed score: 8 of 33 (24%) | Prescribed score: 33 of 33 (100%)
Definition
Once the business development strategy is in place, a local development team is poised, land and
infrastructure is ready, and some level of Targeted Industry Analysis has been completed, the community
is only then prepared to conduct specific business development marketing activities.
The sequential nature of the elements of business development capacity must be recognized.
Conducting marketing activities without land to be offered is a waste of resources. Conducting a
marketing strategy without some form of targeting, or market segregation, can be very inefficient—if not
completely unproductive.
The community needs to take a holistic, sophisticated approach to marketing techniques including direct
mail, industry trade shows, web sites, cold calling, alliances with site selectors, and other methods.
Finally, communities may wish to conduct business development–and, in particular, business
recruitment–activities in concert with other communities and counties in their region. By conducting
a regional approach, costs can be shared, and the possibility of attracting a company to the region
increases.

5a. Marketing Track Record
q Build upon recent successes in business marketing to launch continued successful efforts.

5b. Professional Marketing Assistance
q Engage a professional business development marketing firm
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q Identify and articulate specific business development marketing techniques and outcomes to be
initiated.
q Collaborate with a business marketing consultant to ensure success.

5c. Diversification of Marketing Techniques
q Ensure that at least two business development marketing techniques are being deployed.

5d. Financial Resources
q Dedicate at least $50,000 cash toward business marketing efforts on an annual basis.

5e. Use of the Internet
q Post a complete website generally providing 100% of the relevant business development
information online.
q Create a client-specific business development reporting system allowing business development
prospects to download relevant community-based reports.

6 - Prospect and Lead Management
Assessed score: 21 of 27 (78%) | Prescribed score: 27 of 27 (100%)
Definition
All of the activities thus far in this business development capacity assessment tool are designed to
ultimately generate business development leads or prospects (these terms are used interchangeably
here, although prospects can refer to a more developed stage of relationship between a community and
a business).
Businesses can take two years—or more—to make a business location decision after they have made
preliminary contacts with cities and states for site information. Generally, however, this process takes
between six and twelve months. Regardless of the duration of this period, communities must be
prepared to address each and every concern and need of a prospect.
Business development—and particularly business recruitment—is a process of elimination. Companies
come to their ultimate site decision through a process of eliminating other communities that have
one or more significant variances from the ideal conditions being sought by the company. Given this,
communities must manage prospects by addressing each and every need.
Prospect management requires a very steady, professional approach to businesses. The combination of
a strong network of civic advocates and, especially, a well-trained business development professional
maximizes the likelihood of business development success.

6a. Community Profile
q Build upon recent successes in business marketing to launch continued successful efforts.

6b. A Professional Community Response
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No Action Items
6c. Availability to Travel
No Action Items

7 - Closing the Deal
Assessed score: 24 of 26 (78%) | Prescribed score: 26 of 26 (100%)
Definition
All of the prior steps in this business development capacity assessment mean virtually nothing if the
community is not capable of “closing the deal.” Generally, closing the deal is the process of eliminating
any remaining uncertainties in the minds of the company decision makers. Almost always, these
details—as well as the overall commitment by all parties (the company, the community, the state, and
possibly other entities)—are formalized in a contract or memorandum of understanding.
Communities, therefore, have to be willing to put their commitment in writing. Both the company
and the community may have to back up their commitment with potential penalties in the event that
either party does not perform. Typically, performance from a community would be the guarantee of the
delivery of land, infrastructure, and local incentives. Communities, and particularly the State, typically
require a guarantee by the company to create the jobs negotiated in the site location process.
It is typical—and most preferable from the State’s perspective—for the topic of incentives to be seriously
discussed late in the site location process. Companies that insist upon detailed incentive commitments
early in the process may have the importance of incentives out of balance with respect to other site
location factors (access to markets, cost of labor, etc.). Nonetheless, incentives of some form almost
always become a required provision of the memorandum of understanding.

7a. Deal Making Experience
No Action Items
7b. Expertise with Incentives
No Action Items
7c. A Winning Attitude
No Action Items
7d. Community Sophistication
q Recognize capability of in-house attorney with expertise in negotiating business development
deals.
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7e. Project/Contract Monitoring
q Develop a compliance document/system to ensure legal obligations are met.

Community Development Capacity
1 - Strategic Plan/Vision
Assessed score: 5 of 32 (16%) | Prescribed score: 32 of 32 (100%)
Definition
Communities are in various stages of commitment to a strategic planning process. Some communities
have never engaged in such an effort to collectively envision the future and set specific projects in
motion to capture that vision. Conversely, some communities not only have a strategic planning process
in place, but have engaged in professional strategic planning consultants, widely participated in the
development of the plan, reviewed the plan regularly, and have even engaged one or more times in
updating their strategic plan.

1a. Existence of Community-wide Strategic Planning Document
No Action Items
1b. Acceptance of Plan
No Action Items
1c. Professional Development of Plan
No Action Items
1d. Use of Strategic Plan
q Make widespread and very regular use of economic development strategic plan; recognize plan
as an essential guidebook for community and economic development activities.

1e. Plan Updating
No Action Items

2 - Project and Issue Development
Assessed score: 14 of 16 (88%) | Prescribed score: 16 of 16 (100%)
Definition
Typically, a strategic planning process yields an overall vision statement and then a series of goals and
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objectives related to projects and issues.
For the purposes of this evaluation tool, projects and issues are separated from the strategic planning
process.
Ultimately, it is the success, or lack thereof, of a community in advancing projects and issues that
reinforces the community’s commitment to long-term strategic planning. Communities must see this
“pay-off” to reinforce a long-term outlook.

2a. Community Wish List
q Facilitate a meeting of community leaders to generate an informal consensus on priority
community development projects.

2b. Identification of Strategic Issues
No Action Items
2c. Large Project Advocacy
No Action Items
2d. Coordinating Projects with State and Federal Processes
No Action Items
2e. Incorporation into Community Facilities Plan
No Action Items

3 - Organizational Capacity
Assessed score: 19 of 38 (50%) | Prescribed score: 38 of 38 (100%)
Definition
Strategic planning and project identification means very little to a community if it does not have the
organizational capacity to carry out the city’s priorities. Although there is not “one correct way” to
organize a community to conduct community development activities, there are some basic principles
that apply. First of all, the scope of the community development activities needs to be defined.
Communities may desire to implement projects and address issues that deal with the following types
of community development activities: tourism development, historic preservation, arts and culture
development, infrastructure improvements, and community facilities. A community’s priority list may
even stretch longer than this.
A community may seek to empower one organization to advance the full gamut of community
development priorities. Conversely, a community may wish to have more than one organization
focused on specific priorities (a visitor and convention bureau, a downtown development association, a
business recruitment organization, etc.). This Continuum is designed so as not to advocate for one form
of organizational structure over another, but rather to simply advance the notion that the community
must be specific in the priorities that it tends to advance and to empower one or more organizations to
successfully advance these priorities.
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This process advances, therefore, the following specific principles with respect to a community’s
“organizational structure”:
•
•
•
•

A community must have one or more organization(s) dedicated to advancing specific
priorities identified in the strategic plan.
If a community has more than one organization serving a community development
advocacy role, the organizations must avoid duplication of services and serve to
reinforce each other.
Organizations should have adequate, stable funding and dedicate a majority of their
time to reaching stated objectives rather than simply keeping the organization afloat.
Organizations must meet frequently enough to advance identified priorities.

3a. Connectedness and Focus of Organization(s)
No Action Items
3b. Organizational Stability
q Ensure that a long-term sustainable, adequate funding stream is committed to one or more
community development organization(s).

3c. Focus on Business of Community
q Ensure a complete, holistic approach to how community development is executed through
completion of all of the activities identified in the strategic plan through one or more
organization(s).

3d. Frequency of Meetings
q Commit to regular (at least monthly) activity by one or more community development
organization(s) with regular subcommittee activity advancing community priorities.

3e. Organizational Board Training
q Engage in a broad, community-wide initiative to train community volunteers in leadership and
project advocacy principles.

4 - Staffing
Assessed score: 10 of 23 (43%) | Prescribed score: 23 of 23 (100%)
Definition
For community development organizations to reach optimal effectiveness, a professional staff person
must serve them. Community development organization staffing requires a talented individual (or
team of individuals), strong staff support, a connection to organizational objectives, and long-term staff
training and development.

4a. Skill Level of Staff Person
q Recognize that the staff displays excellence in terms of skills, accomplishments, and credentials.
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4b. Support Staff
q Recognize the effectiveness of the staff support.

4c. Staff Focused on Organizational Objectives
q Recognize and ensure that the staff does not spend more than four percent of his/her time on
fundraising and budgeting matters.

4d. Staff Training
q Provide consistent and comprehensive training to staff.

5 - Civic Volunteerism
Assessed score: 8 of 8 (100%) | Prescribed score: N/A
Definition
Individuals are frequently motivated to commit time to their community because they are willing to
give to a greater cause. Volunteers appreciate being a part of a “winning team” and desire to see their
community succeed. Successful communities inspire civic volunteerism, and often reward volunteers for
their time and service.

5a. Opportunities for Service
No Action Items
5b. Celebration of Volunteerism
No Action Items

6 - Community Attitude
Assessed score: 6 of 13 (46%) | Prescribed score: 13 of 13 (100%)
Definition
Although it is intangible, the attitude of a community is a major factor in the community’s capacity
for community development. Like individuals, communities can be either proactive or reactive. They
can believe that they are in charge of their destiny or be resigned to the fact that too many issues are
uncontrollable.
Success is contagious. Failure is contagious. Communities that have established a track record of
envisioning and completing community development projects believe that their next success is
imminent. Likewise, communities that have either tried and failed—or have not tried at all—do not
sense a control of their destiny. It’s all about attitude.

6a. Proactive vs. Reactive Communities
q Recognize that one of the hallmarks of the community is a deep and growing cadre of elected
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and non-elected individuals that regularly succeed with projects and initiatives.

6b. Viewing the Glass Hafl-Full
q Recognize that the community sees its “glass half full”; enact initiative to fill the glass.

7 - Maintaining the “Community” as the Goal
Assessed score: 2 of 9 (22%) | Prescribed score: 7 of 9 (78%)
Definition
A community completes a strategic planning exercise. The exercise yields a series of community
development projects. Local organizations, equipped with staff and volunteers, focus on the
implementation of the strategic projects. How does the community, at that point, view the importance
of the projects? Do the projects become of paramount importance over the broader, strategic direction
of the community? Or do civic leaders maintain the appropriate perspective of successful projects
fitting into the broader community development vision?
Ideally, civic leaders will view their efforts to advance a project in the broader context. Even the
chairperson for the largest community development project should view their project as subordinate to
the community’s strategic plan.

7a. Depth of Community “Vision” or “Mission Statement”
q Recognize that a select number of citizens are intimately aware of the community’s strategic
plan and mission statement.

7b. Formal or Informal Subordination of Projects to Community
q Formalize a “teaming of projects” to ensure coordination and potential collaboration.
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Appendix B - Strategy Selector Results
Union County

Report:

Strategies Prioritized by Desirability
Rank

Strategy Name

Score

1

Business Recruitment
1

100.0%

2

Business Retention 2& Expansion

100.0%

3

Business Cultivation3

100.0%

4

Value-Added Forest
10Products

100.0%

5

Local/Regional Tourism
15

100.0%

6

Downtown Development
17

100.0%

7

Education Development
18

100.0%

8

Infrastructure Development
21

100.0%

9

Value-Added Agriculture
9

94.1%

10

Health Care

94.1%

11

Pass-Through Visitor
16 Services

93.8%

12

Attracting Lone Eagles
23

93.8%

13

Attracting Government
25 Funding

93.3%

14

Entrepreneurial Development
4

88.2%

15

Telecommunications
8 Businesses

88.2%

16

Attracting Government
24 Jobs

88.2%

17

Energy Development
5

76.5%

18

Environmental Restoration
6

75.0%

19

Cultural Tourism 14

70.6%

20

Destination Tourism
13

64.7%

21

Transportation Distribution
7
Center

50.0%

22

Attracting Retirees 22

41.2%

23

Value-Added Fisheries
11

23.5%

24

Bedroom Community
20

11.8%

25

Value-Added Mining
12

0.0%

19

Business Development Strategies

Community Development Strategies

General
Sector-Specific
Value-Added

Other Strategies

Tourism Development
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Union County

Report:

Strategies Prioritized by Community Confidence
Rank

Strategy Name

Score

1

Local/Regional Tourism
15

100.0%

2

Education Development
18

100.0%

3

Business Retention 2& Expansion

94.1%

4

Pass-Through Visitor
16 Services

93.8%

5

Attracting Government
24 Jobs

93.8%

6

Infrastructure Development
21

93.3%

7

Business Recruitment
1

88.2%

8

Downtown Development
17

88.2%

9

Value-Added Agriculture
9

82.4%

10

Value-Added Forest
10Products

82.4%

11

Health Care

82.4%

12

Attracting Lone Eagles
23

81.3%

13

Business Cultivation3

76.5%

14

Entrepreneurial Development
4

76.5%

15

Energy Development
5

76.5%

16

Telecommunications
8 Businesses

76.5%

17

Attracting Government
25 Funding

66.7%

18

Cultural Tourism 14

64.7%

19

Environmental Restoration
6

56.3%

20

Attracting Retirees 22

56.3%

21

Destination Tourism
13

47.1%

22

Bedroom Community
20

18.8%

23

Transportation Distribution
7
Center

17.6%

24

Value-Added Fisheries
11

17.6%

25

Value-Added Mining
12

11.8%

19

Business Development Strategies

Community Development Strategies

General
Sector-Specific
Value-Added

Other Strategies

Tourism Development
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Union County

Report:

Strategies Prioritized by Key Success Factor Results
Rank

Strategy Name

Score

1

Education Development
18

89.2%

2

Pass-Through Visitor
16 Services

83.4%

3

Health Care

19

82.7%

4

Energy Development
5

78.7%

5

Attracting Government
25 Funding

78.5%

6

Downtown Development
17

77.4%

7

Telecommunications
8 Businesses

75.4%

8

Value-Added Agriculture
9

75.2%

9

Local/Regional Tourism
15

74.6%

10

Value-Added Forest
10Products

74.2%

11

Environmental Restoration
6

72.2%

12

Business Retention 2& Expansion

71.5%

13

Business Cultivation3

70.6%

14

Attracting Government
24 Jobs

69.2%

15

Entrepreneurial Development
4

65.7%

16

Destination Tourism
13

65.6%

17

Infrastructure Development
21

65.3%

18

Attracting Retirees 22

63.5%

19

Bedroom Community
20

63.2%

20

Business Recruitment
1

62.6%

21

Attracting Lone Eagles
23

62.4%

22

Transportation Distribution
7
Center

61.2%

23

Value-Added Mining
12

61.0%

24

Cultural Tourism 14

59.6%

25

Value-Added Fisheries
11

52.4%

Business Development Strategies

Community Development Strategies

General
Sector-Specific
Value-Added

Other Strategies

Tourism Development
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Appendix C - City-Specific Strategy Selector Results
City of Cove

Report:

Strategies Prioritized by Key Success Factor Results
Rank

Strategy Name

Score

1

Value-Added Agriculture
9

80.4%

2

Pass-Through Visitor
16 Services

75.0%

3

Infrastructure Development
21

72.9%

4

Value-Added Forest
10Products

68.1%

5

Bedroom Community
20

67.3%

6

Energy Development
5

66.7%

7

Education Development
18

64.4%

8

Telecommunications
8 Businesses

63.7%

9

Cultural Tourism 14

58.1%

10

Attracting Government
25 Funding

56.8%

11

Value-Added Mining
12

51.3%

12

Value-Added Fisheries
11

48.8%

13

Environmental Restoration
6

47.1%

14

Local/Regional Tourism
15

46.3%

15

Business Retention 2& Expansion

45.4%

16

Business Cultivation3

45.0%

17

Destination Tourism
13

42.7%

18

Business Recruitment
1

42.1%

19

Entrepreneurial Development
4

40.6%

20

Attracting Government
24 Jobs

40.1%

21

Health Care

39.4%

22

Downtown Development
17

33.5%

23

Attracting Lone Eagles
23

33.4%

24

Attracting Retirees 22

33.1%

25

Transportation Distribution
7
Center

33.0%

19

Business Development Strategies

Community Development Strategies

General
Sector-Specific
Value-Added

Other Strategies

Tourism Development
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City of Elgin

Report:

Strategies Prioritized by Key Success Factor Results
Rank

Strategy Name

Score

1

Pass-Through Visitor
16 Services

71.7%

2

Value-Added Forest
10Products

68.3%

3

Infrastructure Development
21

66.7%

4

Cultural Tourism 14

62.5%

5

Local/Regional Tourism
15

61.7%

6

Bedroom Community
20

59.6%

7

Health Care

55.4%

8

Environmental Restoration
6

55.0%

9

Value-Added Mining
12

55.0%

10

Value-Added Agriculture
9

53.3%

11

Value-Added Fisheries
11

51.7%

12

Business Retention 2& Expansion

46.3%

13

Attracting Government
25 Funding

46.0%

14

Transportation Distribution
7
Center

45.8%

15

Education Development
18

44.2%

16

Destination Tourism
13

43.3%

17

Business Cultivation3

43.1%

18

Telecommunications
8 Businesses

42.7%

19

Business Recruitment
1

38.9%

20

Attracting Lone Eagles
23

38.5%

21

Attracting Retirees 22

37.3%

22

Energy Development
5

32.9%

23

Entrepreneurial Development
4

30.0%

24

Downtown Development
17

27.5%

25

Attracting Government
24 Jobs

26.3%

19

Business Development Strategies

Community Development Strategies

General
Sector-Specific
Value-Added

Other Strategies

Tourism Development
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City of Imbler

Report:

Strategies Prioritized by Key Success Factor Results
Rank

Strategy Name

Score

1

Education Development
18

81.7%

2

Health Care

76.7%

3

Value-Added Forest
10Products

76.3%

4

Pass-Through Visitor
16 Services

73.3%

5

Energy Development
5

73.2%

6

Bedroom Community
20

72.1%

7

Telecommunications
8 Businesses

71.3%

8

Business Retention 2& Expansion

68.3%

9

Value-Added Agriculture
9

67.5%

10

Entrepreneurial Development
4

65.0%

11

Business Cultivation3

64.6%

12

Infrastructure Development
21

64.6%

13

Downtown Development
17

62.1%

14

Attracting Government
25 Funding

61.3%

15

Attracting Government
24 Jobs

58.8%

16

Business Recruitment
1

56.5%

17

Environmental Restoration
6

55.8%

18

Attracting Retirees 22

55.8%

19

Attracting Lone Eagles
23

53.3%

20

Transportation Distribution
7
Center

52.5%

21

Cultural Tourism 14

50.0%

22

Local/Regional Tourism
15

45.8%

23

Value-Added Mining
12

40.8%

24

Destination Tourism
13

40.4%

25

Value-Added Fisheries
11

37.5%

19

Business Development Strategies

Community Development Strategies

General
Sector-Specific
Value-Added

Other Strategies

Tourism Development
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City of Island City

Report:

Strategies Prioritized by Key Success Factor Results
Rank

Strategy Name

Score

1

Energy Development
5

83.1%

2

Pass-Through Visitor
16 Services

75.0%

3

Telecommunications
8 Businesses

71.3%

4

Value-Added Agriculture
9

71.3%

5

Value-Added Forest
10Products

71.3%

6

Business Retention 2& Expansion

70.6%

7

Business Cultivation3

70.6%

8

Destination Tourism
13

70.0%

9

Education Development
18

70.0%

10

Health Care

70.0%

11

Infrastructure Development
21

68.8%

12

Local/Regional Tourism
15

67.5%

13

Attracting Government
25 Funding

66.3%

14

Business Recruitment
1

66.0%

15

Environmental Restoration
6

65.0%

16

Transportation Distribution
7
Center

65.0%

17

Bedroom Community
20

63.8%

18

Downtown Development
17

62.5%

19

Value-Added Fisheries
11

61.3%

20

Attracting Lone Eagles
23

61.3%

21

Entrepreneurial Development
4

60.0%

22

Attracting Retirees 22

60.0%

23

Attracting Government
24 Jobs

58.8%

24

Cultural Tourism 14

52.5%

25

Value-Added Mining
12

51.3%

19

Business Development Strategies

Community Development Strategies

General
Sector-Specific
Value-Added

Other Strategies

Tourism Development
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City of La Grande

Report:

Strategies Prioritized by Key Success Factor Results
Rank

Strategy Name

Score

1

Education Development
18

82.7%

2

Pass-Through Visitor
16 Services

81.1%

3

Health Care

76.2%

4

Value-Added Agriculture
9

73.9%

5

Value-Added Forest
10Products

72.5%

6

Energy Development
5

71.4%

7

Downtown Development
17

69.9%

8

Telecommunications
8 Businesses

68.9%

9

Local/Regional Tourism
15

68.2%

10

Business Retention 2& Expansion

66.5%

11

Attracting Government
25 Funding

66.1%

12

Business Cultivation3

65.6%

13

Environmental Restoration
6

64.8%

14

Cultural Tourism 14

63.0%

15

Infrastructure Development
21

63.0%

16

Bedroom Community
20

62.6%

17

Entrepreneurial Development
4

61.9%

18

Attracting Government
24 Jobs

60.2%

19

Value-Added Mining
12

60.1%

20

Transportation Distribution
7
Center

58.6%

21

Destination Tourism
13

57.9%

22

Attracting Retirees 22

57.8%

23

Business Recruitment
1

57.5%

24

Value-Added Fisheries
11

57.5%

25

Attracting Lone Eagles
23

56.7%

19

Business Development Strategies

Community Development Strategies

General
Sector-Specific
Value-Added

Other Strategies

Tourism Development
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City of North Powder

Report:

Strategies Prioritized by Key Success Factor Results
Rank

Strategy Name

Score

1

Pass-Through Visitor
16 Services

75.0%

2

Value-Added Forest
10Products

70.2%

3

Value-Added Agriculture
9

68.9%

4

Local/Regional Tourism
15

63.8%

5

Environmental Restoration
6

61.7%

6

Bedroom Community
20

59.6%

7

Education Development
18

59.4%

8

Energy Development
5

57.2%

9

Attracting Government
25 Funding

56.7%

10

Telecommunications
8 Businesses

55.8%

11

Business Cultivation3

55.0%

12

Infrastructure Development
21

54.7%

13

Destination Tourism
13

54.5%

14

Attracting Government
24 Jobs

54.2%

15

Business Retention 2& Expansion

53.8%

16

Value-Added Fisheries
11

52.8%

17

Value-Added Mining
12

52.8%

18

Transportation Distribution
7
Center

52.6%

19

Downtown Development
17

51.3%

20

Entrepreneurial Development
4

51.0%

21

Business Recruitment
1

50.3%

22

Attracting Lone Eagles
23

46.7%

23

Health Care

19

46.3%

24

Attracting Retirees 22

46.0%

25

Cultural Tourism 14

41.9%

Business Development Strategies

Community Development Strategies

General
Sector-Specific
Value-Added

Other Strategies

Tourism Development
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City of Union

Report:

Strategies Prioritized by Key Success Factor Results
Rank

Strategy Name

Score

1

Pass-Through Visitor
16 Services

87.0%

2

Health Care

87.0%

3

Education Development
18

86.0%

4

Downtown Development
17

80.0%

5

Local/Regional Tourism
15

77.0%

6

Cultural Tourism 14

76.0%

7

Environmental Restoration
6

75.7%

8

Value-Added Agriculture
9

74.9%

9

Energy Development
5

74.4%

10

Business Retention 2& Expansion

74.4%

11

Destination Tourism
13

74.2%

12

Business Cultivation3

74.1%

13

Attracting Government
25 Funding

72.1%

14

Value-Added Forest
10Products

71.4%

15

Attracting Government
24 Jobs

70.6%

16

Attracting Retirees 22

69.8%

17

Transportation Distribution
7
Center

69.6%

18

Value-Added Mining
12

68.9%

19

Telecommunications
8 Businesses

68.3%

20

Attracting Lone Eagles
23

68.0%

21

Infrastructure Development
21

66.3%

22

Business Recruitment
1

66.2%

23

Value-Added Fisheries
11

63.4%

24

Entrepreneurial Development
4

62.5%

25

Bedroom Community
20

56.5%

19

Business Development Strategies

Community Development Strategies

General
Sector-Specific
Value-Added

Other Strategies

Tourism Development
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Appendix D - Steering Committee
UnionCountyEconomicDevelopmentStrategicPlan
SteeringCommitteeMembership


Organization

ContactPerson

Title

CityofCove

ReginaKruse

City
Councilman

CityofElgin

TerrieRichards

Recorder/Admi
nistrator

CityofImbler

KaigerBraseth

CityCouncilor

CityofLa
Grande

CharlieMitchell

CityofNorth
Powder

BonitaHebert

Cityof
Summerville

SherryRogers

CityofUnion

EasternOregon
University

1001Conklin
Lane
POBox128
Elgin,Oregon
97827
1315Jefferson
Ave.La
Grande,OR
97850

Phone

Email

(541)568Ͳ4302 kruse@uci.net
(541)437Ͳ2253 elgin1@eoni.com

(541)963Ͳ2331 kaiger@uci.net

Communityand
P.O.Box670La
Economic
GrandeOregon (541)962Ͳ1307 cmitchell@cityoflagrande.org
Development
97850
Director
POBox670La
Mayor
Grande,
(541)898Ͳ2185 cityofnp@eoni.com
Oregon97850


SandraPatterson

Interim
Administrator

TimSeydel

AssistantViceͲ
President
University
Advancement

La
Grande/Union
JudyHector
CountyChamber
ofCommerce
Northeast
Oregon
Economic
LisaDawson
Development
District

Address

Director

Executive
Director

UCEDC

MikeSanford

Interim
Executive
Director

UnionCounty

MarkDavidson

Commissioner

UnionCounty

BillRosholt

Administrative





342S.Main
StreetPOBox
529
Union,Oregon
97883
1University
Boulevard
LaGrande,
Oregon97850
2899
102ElmSt.La
Grande,
Oregon97850
101NEFirst
Street,Suite
100
Enterprise,OR
97828
102DepotSt.
POBox1208
LaGrandeOR
97850
1106KAvenue
LaGrande
Oregon97850
1106KAvenue
LaGrande,
Oregon97850
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(541)562Ͳ5197 admin@cityofunion.com

(541)962Ͳ3740 tseydel@eou.edu


(541)963Ͳ8588 director@unioncountychamber.org


(541)426Ͳ3598 lisadawson@neoedd.org

(541)963Ͳ0926 ucedc2@eoni.com

(541)963Ͳ1001 mdavidson@unionͲcounty.org

(541)963Ͳ1001 brosholt@unionͲcounty.org

UnionCounty
Tourism

JanetDodson

Executive
Director

WorkSource
Oregon

AnnetteSheltonͲ
Tiderman

WorkForce
Analyst

102ElmStreet
LaGrande,
Oregon97850
1901Adams
AvenueLa
Grande,
Oregon97850
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(541)963Ͳ8588 visitlg@eoni.com

(541)519Ͳ0315 Annette.I.SheltonͲ

Tiderman@state.or.us

Appendix E - NEOEDD Comprehensive Economic
Development Strategy

UnionCountyͲInfrastructure
ProjectName

ProjectDescription

LaGrande
Stormwater
UnionCo.
Effluent
Distribution
System
Establish
IndustrialPark

ImplementSurfaceWater
ManagementPlan
Financingandupgradesof
effluentdispersalsystemforcity
ofUnion.

SewerSystem
Extensionto
UnionCo.
Fairgrounds
ImblerWaste
WaterSystem
Improvements

LaGrande
Revitalization
Program

CoveRepair
HydroPipeline
Brownfields
CleanͲUp

LaGrandeRR
QuietZone
Cove
Wastewater
System
Improvements

Job
Creation

Purchaseindustriallandand
extendrailspurtoserve
industriallandinUnion
ExtendthesewersystemfromLa
GrandetotheUnionCounty
FairgroundsinnorthLaGrande.
Individualsepticsystemsinthe
citymaybecontaminatingthe
groundwater.Imblerwouldlike
toestablishawastewater
system.
ImplementDowntownDesign
PlanforLaGrande’sCentral
BusinessDistrict.Developpublic
spacesandamenities.Promote
industrialandcommercial
development.Street
reconstruction,sidewalk
improvements.Streetscape
improvementssuchaslighting,
planters,benchesandbikeracks.
Repairdamagetopipelinefrom
yearsofuse

Budget

Funding
Sources

4,700,000

2,150,000
federal
request

427,500

5Ͳ10

877,800

10,000City

3,927,260

1,200,000

Activitiestocleanupbrownfields
inNorthPowder,Alicel,Elginand
Joseph.Potentialforrestoration
asindustrialsites.
ImproverailroadcrossingsinLa
Grandesothattrainwhistlesare
unnecessary.
Creationofawetlandfacilityfor
disposaloftreatedwastewater.

720,000City

Time Sponsor&
frame CountyPriority

LaGrande
1
2007 UnionCounty
2



Union
3



UCFairBoard
4

2010Ͳ
2011

Imbler
5ͲTie

Five
years
from
start
to
finish

LaGrande
5ͲTie



Cove
6ͲTie

NEOEDD
6ͲTie



1,300,000



LaGrande
7



Cove
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NorthPowder
WaterSystem
Improvements

Elgin
Wastewater
System
Improvements
ElginWater
System
Improvements
UnionWater
SystemMajor
Upgrades

Union
Infrastructureto
Industrial
Property
CoveRepair
HydroPipeline
CoveFixOld
Well
CoveCityHall
Remodel

Newwatermeters,somenew
distributionmainlines,treatment
fortheircurrentwellstohelp
withironandotherquality
issues.Additionalstoragealso
needed.
Improvementsneededinclude
treatmentupdatesand
infiltration/inflowwork.

1,500,000

Replaceundersizedmainsand
deadͲendlines.Cleanandpaint
steelreservoir.
Distributionsystem
improvementstoupgrade
undersizedmainlines,improve
distributionsystemcirculation
andwaterquality,aswellasfire
flowcapacities.
Studyneededtodeterminewhat
isneededtoserveindustrial
propertyinthecity.

Repairdamagetopipelinefrom
yearsofuse
FixoldcitywaterwellperOregon
WasterResourcesdecision
RemodelCityHallto
accommodateCityCouncil
meetingsandensureCityrecords
aresecure.
ElginMainStreet 
Update
NorthPowder
Constructsidewalksthroughout
SafeRoutesto
NorthPowder.
School
FiberOptic
Constructhighcapacityfiber
Extension
opticstoconnectLaGrandeto
Cove,UnionandNorthPowder



N.Powder

3,000,000

150,000City



Elgin

1,850,000

150,000City



Elgin

2,775,000

225,000City



Union



A&P

Cove

Cove

1,200,000

720,000City



70,000

10,000City



40,000

10,000City



Cove




Elgin



NorthPowder




Inland
Development
Corporation




UnionCountyͲCommunityFacilities
ProjectName

ProjectDescription

CoveHealth
Facility
JusticeCenter

Acquirefacilitytoserveasa
medicalclinicinCove.
Constructionofajusticecenter.

BusinessPark

Constructionof10Ͳ15,000square

Job
Creation

Budget

19,000,000

Funding
Sources

Time Sponsor&
frame CountyPriority

CUP
1

UnionCounty
2

UCEDC
Page2of4
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Incubator
Community
Center/Club
House
ElginDepot
Construction
AssistedLiving
Facility/RetireͲ
mentCenter
AscensionPark

NorthPowder
Community
Center
Greenway
Project

footincubatorattheLaGrande
businesspark.
Constructionofacommunity
centerandclubhouseatthe
BuffaloPeaksGolfCourse.
EstablishElginRailroadDepot
withgiftshopandnaturalhistory
museum.
ConstructionofanAssisted
Facility/RetirementCenterin
Union.

DevelopasmallcreekͲsidepark
withtrailonavailableproperty
alongHwy237inCove.Improve
riparianareaonMillCreek.
Constructfacilityforsenior
services,cityhallandthe
community.
Constructbikingandwalking
pathalongtheGrandeRonde
riverbetweenLaGrandeand
IslandCity.
Constructcitylibrary.

3

312,000

70,000ODOT
5,000City



UnionCounty
4ͲTie



Elgin
4ͲTie




30,000

Ascension
School

1year CCA
5ͲTie

2007Ͳ
2010

NorthPowder
5ͲTie



LaGrande
6

2009Ͳ
2011
2009

NorthPowder
7ͲTie
Centerfor
Human
Development
7ͲTie
Elgin

NorthPowder
Library
SocialServices
Building

1partͲ
time
Purchaseandremodelofbuilding 5Ͳ15
forprovisionofsocialservices.

ElginPostOffice

Lease/buildnewpostoffice
facility.
Purchaseandremodelofbuilding 5Ͳ15
forprovisionofsocialservices.

547,500
3,920,000

USDAloan

2009

Needtoupgrade/rebuildvery
outdatedmedicalclinicbuilding.
Establishincubatorfacilityin
Elgin.


552,500

5,000City

2009

Centerfor
Human
Development
7ͲTie
Elgin



Elgin



Elgin



WURA

SocialServices
Building

ElginMedical
Clinic
ElginIncubator
ElginOpera
House
Restoration
RailsandTrails

1Ͳ2

720,000

Union
5ͲTie

3,920,000

100,000

UtilizeWURArailroadrightͲofͲ
wayalongtheGrandeRondeand
Wallowariverstoestablish
compatibletrailsforrecreational
accesstotherivers.

USDAloan
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UnionCounty–TechnicalAssistance
ProjectName

ProjectDescription

Entrepreneurial
Development

Establishanenvironmentthat
inspiresindividualstocreateand
growsuccessfulbusinesses.Adult
andyouthentrepreneurial
education,training,technical
assistance,accesstocapital,
networks,cultureand
environmentthatsupports
entrepreneurs.
Reinstatepassengerrailservice
toLaGrande.Remodeltrain
stationprovidinginteresting
spacesforshops,officesand
cafes.
Provideprofessionalassistance
forcommunityandeconomic
developmentprojects–board
organizationand/or
development,fundraising,grantͲ
writing,projectdevelopment,
projectimplementation,grant
management,etc.
Offeryearroundcoursesnot
15
offeredatEOU;continuing
education,technicalandtrade
classes.
ExtendCommunityConnections
3
tosmallervillagesinthecounty,
provideforparkandrideareasin
eachvillage.
Organizeandbegingrass0roots
fundͲraisingactivitiestoestablish
acommunityendowmentin
WallowaandUnionCountiesto
supportlocalpriorityprojects.
NorthPowderhas16buildings
thatwouldqualifyforthe
NationalHistoricRegister.The
citywouldpursuethis
opportunityinconjunctionwitha
plantousetheseassetstoattract
businessestotown.

RailServicetoLa
Grande

Technical
Assistanceto
Communities

AdultEducation

InterͲVillage
Transportation

Community
Endowment

NorthPowder
Business
Recruitment/
HistoricalMain
Street

Job
Creation
20+

Budget
150,000

100,000
Peryear

Funding
Sources
OECDDCDBG
20,000
VIDA
10,000


Time
frame
2009Ͳ
2012

Sponsor&
CountyPriority
NEOEDD
1



Cove
Community
Association
2

2009Ͳ
2012

NEOEDD
3



Cove
Community
Association
4ͲTie
Cove
Community
Association
4ͲTie
NEOEDD
5ͲTie




50,000+

2007Ͳ
2010



NorthPowder
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